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EDITOR’S LETTER

ecently,

I heard the phrase, “Even

if nothing happens, something
happens.”

Luis Ribera, Director
for the Center for North American
Studies, Texas A&M, shared this
with the crowd at a drill-down
educational session on
the Tomato Suspension Agreement at Viva
Fresh in the lead up to May 7th, 2019, when
the Department of Commerce’s notice of
withdrawal went into effect.
What he used as an example of this turn
of phrase pointed to the instance when
avocado prices in the market reacted to
President Trump’s threat in the media
of possibly closing the border—without
having actually done so. It is the world we live
in—where political dialogue can ripple through
the market, impact livelihoods, and have a real effect in
response to hypothetical possibilities.
Yes, this is the world we live in and the industry we do,
too. So much of what is accomplished in our industry is
based on forecasts, analyzing market patterns, predicting
or planning for weather systems—working with fleeting
realities to derive concrete details and outcomes. While
it is far from reading tea leaves, sometimes what we have
at hand is a gamble and sometimes it is a sure thing.
Sometimes, even if nothing happens, something happens.
This notion of unpredictability, and putting our best foot
forward in spite of the circumstances, is the stuff that
strong-willed, dynamic, and passionate characters are
made of. In this June issue, we break into the second half
of 2019 with some of those individuals, including the
new Vice President of Produce for Sysco, Julie Olivarria.
Her path could have taken a different turn, as do those
of countless friends I speak with in the industry. I expect
many are thankful that she veered right when she could
have sauntered left, and she shares her passion with us in
this issue.
In addition, we bring you some unexpected but welcomed
flavor from Vic Smith. We are rarely caught off guard here
at The Snack Magazine and AndNowUKnow, but Vic took us
for the kind of ride that, as a contributor, we can only hope
our bylines will throw at us.

With the volatility and unexpected outcomes that
constantly keep our industry on its toes, we also bring you
companies whose roots run deep in order to weather that
storm, including Mazzei Franconi and Index Fresh. Their
origin stories may never have been able to predict the
outcomes they have found, but then again, we wouldn’t
expect it any other way.
This 41st issue of The Snack Magazine also
welcomes a wave of innovation from Pacific
Trellis Fruit as well as Fox Packaging
and Fox Solutions. One way to combat
the ever-changing nature of the market,
the consumer, and the buying space is
to constantly innovate not despite the
challenges we face, but because of them.
Rarely does innovation come out of a
vacuum, and we live in an industry that is far
from that reality. Being proactive in our industry
will always keep companies ahead of the game and
Pacific Trellis and Fox are creating a roadmap for change,
from packaging to flavor.
Let’s not forget to have a little fun as well. In this issue, we
bring you The IF List with Oppy’s Karin Gardner and My
Favorite Things with LGMA’s April Ward. These ladies are
more than what meets the eye and revealing what makes
them tick makes us passionate. There is so much more in
the issue, so keep reading!
As we greet the second half of 2019, we hope you will
sit with us and take a beat as the days grow longer, light
pushes back the dark for more of our gracious growing
hours, and we tip a cup (or a Strawberry Watermelon
Frosé) to the coming months. And, of course, more issues of
The Snack Magazine, thanks to each and every one of you.

Jordan Okumura
Editor in Chief
AndNowUKnow and The Snack

2005 Capitol Ave., Sacramento CA 95811
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FRESH FOLK

Wholesome Heroes
represents individuals who are
making a positive impact in their
community through their work,
volunteer efforts, or health and
wellness initiatives.

WHAT MAKES Michael
A WHOLESOME HERO?
In 2010, Haiti suffered a
catastrophic 7.0 magnitude
earthquake that devastated the
already poverty-stricken country.
Michael and his wife, who at the
time was working as a NICU nurse,
saw what was happening on TV,
and had to do something. They
donated through American Red
Cross, but felt like they needed to
do more. They ended up adopting
a little boy, barely clinging to life.
Now, their son is a junior in high
school, a role model, and a star
wrestler who took fourth place at
the state championship.

1

Getting Involved

2

Adoption

3

Recovery

4

culture shock

5

michael’s heroes
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RAINIER ® FRUIT CELEBRATES WHOLESOME HEROES

Michael Daroshefski
Senior Sourcing Manager, West Region, US Foods

YEARS IN PRODUCE

YEARS WITH US Foods

FAVORITE PRODUCE ITEM

Nearly 30

22

Blueberries

14

Michael’s wife joined a group of nurses
going to Haiti to set up a women’s and
pediatric clinic. When she got there, the
clinic received two fragile children from
the USS Comfort and was told to take
care of them until they passed. One of
those kids is Michael’s son, Mark. He
had been crushed under a wall and his
brother had dug him out.

2

The thought first crossed their minds
when they saw a story in the earthquake
coverage about an all-girl’s orphanage.
Michael’s wife is adopted, so they
understood how life-changing adoption
could be.

3

Mark was brought to the U.S. for
medical care and Michael and his wife
agreed to be the host family. When he
arrived in the U.S, he was 10 years old,
55 lbs, had six pins in his leg, and had
just regained his ability to speak. His
nerve damage was so severe that he had
previously lost his speech.

Michael and his wife learned that both
of the boy’s parents were deceased and
his older sister asked them to adopt him
so he would have a better chance. As
a little kid, being thrown into a new
culture is difficult. He didn’t speak any
English, but luckily Michael’s other
son was learning French at school
and a friend from Haiti was able to
act as translator. At first, he rejected
anything Haitian and chose the name
Mark Daroshefski in lieu of his Haitian
name, Retasse Oyis. Through a lot of
encouragement and education about
his heritage, Mark now embraces
his background, communicates with
his siblings back in Haiti through
WhatsApp, and is awakening his Creole
language skills.

5

One of these heroes is definitely his son,
Mark. Looking at everything he has
overcome, and the way he approaches
life with determination and focus is
inspiring. Michael’s parents are also
his heroes. Through the good and
bad, money and no money, they kept
the family together. They have been
through it all and will be celebrating 51
years this year.

Julie
Olivarria

A Seat at the Top
By Jordan Okumura

Julie Olivarria,
Vice President of
Produce, Sysco

21

SYSCO

Sysco maintains offices across the country to address
the needs of the market and its customers

“Today the opportunities are countless. I’ve
seen the industry evolve and roles expand,
for both men and women.”

S

–Julie Olivarria, Vice President of Produce, Sysco

ometimes we go off script—in conversation and
in life. And sometimes it is the best thing to ever
happen to us. If you are Julie Olivarria, the new
Vice President of Produce for Sysco, there was
no template laid in front of her for the life she
would lead—a freedom in itself. So, instead of taking a path
that would lead to a career in nursing—her first passion—
she veered into fresh produce, a fork in the road that has
benefitted us all and, of course, her the most.

“Prior to starting my career in produce, I was going to school
to become a nurse. I wanted to make a difference in people’s
lives, but I find you can make a difference with a meal. It
is rare that you will find me not smiling or not in a good
mood. I try to always keep a positive outlook,” Julie reveals,
reflecting on how her choice, though unexpected, still aligns
with her values in new and exciting ways.
Julie began her produce career with Fresh Choice more than
26 years ago. While more than two decades in fresh produce
may have weathered some, Julie carries a vibrancy with her
that I believe makes her a shining beacon in the industry to
draw other lights.
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“I began with an entry-level position and worked my way
into sales. I was then recruited by Sysco to be a produce
buyer back in 1999. Since then I have held several roles with
Sysco in the produce procurement office, including the last
five years as Senior Director, overseeing the accounting and
procurement teams, before this recent promotion,” Julie
expresses.
In Julie’s new role, she has been entrusted to lead the Sysco
produce team across the business and is responsible for
continued growth in the category in order to maintain the
foodservice operator’s position as an industry leader.
“Under Rich Dachman’s leadership and mentorship, we
changed the way we procure and bring product to market. I
feel a tremendous responsibility to carry on his legacy and
continue to grow our business into the future,” she smiles and
says.
Rich Dachman. That is one name that more than rings a bell
in fresh produce, and Julie has had the great pleasure to work
under Rich, who is retiring this summer. When Rich passed
the baton to Julie, he did so with full faith in both her passion

and her ability to accomplish great things for Sysco. With
his more than 25 years at Sysco, you can see why this belief
speaks volumes.
“At Sysco, we have worked tirelessly to develop and evolve our
produce program into the industry leader that it is today, and
so moving on to this next path in my life is not something
I have chosen to do lightly,” Rich takes a moment to share
with me. “A wise man once told me that your legacy is
defined after you leave. In my case, it could not be in better
hands than with Julie as my successor. Julie has such a great
reputation for integrity and the ability to perfectly walk the
fine line of being a highlyeffective, assertive leader, while
at the same time gracefully and
admirably treating people fairly
and with respect. Additionally,
her deep relationships with
our suppliers are a great asset.
I have no doubt she will take
Sysco’s produce team and
FreshPoint to the next level.”
Julie voices that over the last
five years Rich has accelerated
her leadership growth and
prepared her for this new role of
Vice President of Produce with
his continued guidance and
mentorship—especially in that
area of relationship building.
“We pride ourselves on our
supplier partnerships,” Julie says.
“We have many longstanding
relationships that have been
years in the making, and we
couldn’t do it without them.
They play an equal role to ours
in supporting our customers. It
is our responsibility at Sysco to
be our customers’ most valued
and trusted business partner.
As part of that, we must ensure
that our customers always
have a consistent supply of
the highest quality fruits and
vegetables. I love that each
day brings something new and
the landscape is constantly
evolving!”

for customers. CES products are sourced from leading and
up-and-coming suppliers and assist customers with refreshing
their menus, driving increased traffic, and streamlining backof-house operations. Since its inception, CES has delivered
over one million cases of new, on-trend, innovative product
offerings to customers.”
When I ask Julie how working for Sysco evolved the way
that she views the possibilities and opportunities within
fresh produce, she replies that when she started in 1999 as a
Produce Buyer she had a hunger for knowledge and a passion
to learn all she could about the business. Julie sought out
every opportunity to learn and
grow and invested her time
in building relationships and
making connections across
the country, and when an
opportunity presented itself for
career development, she was
ready for it. The industry has
changed dramatically from 20
years ago. As Julie shares with
me, there used to be very few
roles in produce—you were in
sales or you supported sales.

“We pride
ourselves on
our supplier
partnerships.
We have many
longstanding
relationships
that have been
years in the
making, and we
couldn’t do it
without them.”
–Julie Olivarria

I have always felt that trends are discovered at the dining
table where we break bread with the consumer and their
buying and eating behaviors, and Sysco is one of those
companies on the front lines, taking the pulse of the changing
consumer palates.
“Sysco is a global leader in foodservice. We are constantly
looking into the latest trends. One of the ways we enable
our customers to succeed is by helping them to differentiate
their businesses,” Julie shares with me. “An example of this
is our Cutting Edge Solutions (CES) platform, exclusively

“Today, the opportunities are
countless. I’ve seen the industry
evolve and roles expand, for
both men and women,” Julie
expresses.
And while growth sends Julie
on a global search of new and
quality items near and far, she is
blessed that her home office will
remain in Salinas, California.
“I have the opportunity to
impact the industry in unlimited
geographies,” she reveals.
“There is a huge responsibility in
carrying that kind of potential
for our company and at the end
of the day, being grounded in
the things I love helps me put
it all in perspective. And I have
many things I love and am so
thankful for.”

For Julie, while travel tops the
list of things she loves to do, she also loves entertaining at
home and spending time with her husband and two adult
children—cooking and working on home improvement
projects. This is a space that grounds her, resets the world
when havoc and uncertainty rock the boat.
She may be a beacon for many, but for Julie, her lighthouse
is home—where the heart is. Her heart. But, with Julie as a
beacon shining, I do believe, there are many storms we will
be able to weather together.
And I, for one, take great comfort in that script.
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FOX PACKAGING AND
FOX SOLUTIONS

Out-Foxing
Time
I

t all comes down to the clock in our industry—to be fresh is,
essentially, to win a race against time.

“As soon as a product is picked, the clock starts ticking. Our operations
must be in peak condition to support our market. We have our inhouse fleet which, ultimately, protects products during transit and
ensures timely deliveries,” Keith Fox, President of Fox Packaging, says.
“We are in an industry of efficiency, always looking at the numbers,
working to manufacture the best product in the highest quality the
fastest. There is always new technology, and combining that with our
years of expertise gives us an advantage.”
Technology has continued to shape and evolve the category, eventually
necessitating a solutions branch to help keep the family-owned
company ahead.
“It is in the advantage of our customers that we not only provide a
proven packaging product, but a system that supports that product
and conclusively addresses concerns; this ultimately embodies our
mission to protect the interests of our customers while ensuring quality
and solutions,” Aaron Fox, Executive Vice President, earnestly shares.
“The collaboration of Fox Packaging and Fox Solutions offers vast
options and opportunities to our customer base. We feature in-house
capabilities on various fronts of our industry: graphic artists, fleets, and,
through Fox Solutions, top-of-the-line machinery—all invested in with
our customers in mind, protecting their product and, essentially, their
bottom line.”
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“Through continued research and
product evolution, we have devoted
countless core projects to spearhead
these green initiatives, understanding
that it is our duty to keep our bags
in alignment so that our customers’
products can stay on store shelves.”

Aaron Fox
Executive Vice President,
Fox Packaging & Fox Solutions

In 2007, Aaron recognized a need
beyond packaging. In response,
he established Fox Solutions, a
manufacturer and distributor of packing
machinery, which supports packing
operations.
Fox Packaging operations, in turn,
have expanded to meet flourishing
demands, enabling a greater capacity for
production. This has facilitated reduced
lead times.
“We have continued to challenge
ourselves to understand our customers’
products and processes. I hold a
responsibility to them and am a
representative of their concerns and
hopes in production and sales meetings.
At the end of the day, we have made our
customers a guarantee, and it is our duty
to consistently uphold that promise,”
Jacob Fox, Sales, adds while his quick
eyes analyze a mock-up.
Fox Packaging operations are
continuously moving—no moment
wasted and every possible opportunity
taken. To say the founding family of
this thriving business is focused seems an
understatement. The team’s passion is
tangible in how their ideas are expressed,
their sense of urgency, and in the way
they conduct business.
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Headquartered in South Texas, Fox
Packaging is a poster example of
manufacturing in the United States,
exemplifying a strong spirit and drive
toward innovation. In its over 50 years
of operation, Fox Packaging looks to
have hit its pace as a leader in flexible
packaging solutions, which highlight its
signature Fox Fresh Mesh®.
All packaging is produced using highquality, virgin resins, which the team
explains to me are optimal for foodgrade products. Keen on the attributes of
its packaging, Fox has worked diligently
to establish, maintain, and highlight
the unique features of its product
line, constituting industry standards.
Upholding that standard in every aspect
of the company’s practices are members
of the founding family, now in their third
generation.
“We are thrilled to have our third
generation active and involved within
the company. They have brought new
enthusiasm, insight, and an intricate
vision as to how they foresee Fox
Packaging expanding,” Craig Fox,
Executive Vice President, beams as
he talks about what is to come in the

near future. “We are in the business
of solutions. We creatively and
technologically support our customers’
product, keeping quality and trends focal,
while providing the utmost service.”
With efficiency and technology to help
win the race against time, packaging
is now hitting another evolution—
renewability—or, in increasingly popular
terms, sustainability.
Retailers have announced changes to
their packaging criteria in motivation
of sustainable solutions. In this season
of growth, the Fox team tells me there
have been substantial proposals to
control plastic production, waste, and
recyclability.
“Fortunately, we foresaw these
parameters and have taken deliberate
measures to align our packaging to meet
and fulfill these specifications. Through
continued research and product
evolution, we have devoted countless
core projects to spearhead these green
initiatives, understanding that it is our
duty to keep our bags in alignment so
that our customers’ products can stay on
store shelves,” shares Aaron.

As we talk about current factors
influencing how manufacturing
companies navigate plastic consumption
and social responsibility, Craig adds that
Fox has had an incredible ride with the
Fox Fresh Mesh Combo® bag and still
appreciates the popular demand.
“In the midst of this green movement,
we are eager to promote our StandUp Combo® bag, which highlights the
reusability of our products. We are
sensitive to the issues of waste in the
world; single-use packaging is not the
answer,” Craig elaborates.

the likelihood of produce being sold and
consumed,” Keith concludes.
Ingenuity has kept and continues to keep
Fox Packaging and Fox Solutions at the
ready. Production Manager and thirdgeneration of Fox Packaging Lucas Fox
tells me that other challenges, however,
require a bit more faith in the path
the team has carved out as the future
unfolds.
“Now, our significant hurdle is
establishing a transparency throughout

our entire process, so our customers
can rely on a system built on a rigid
infrastructure,” he shares. “There is
a reason we have made it this far. The
market is there, and the innovation
is here, not only businesswise, but
resourcefully—we look forward to the
next 50 years.”
Time waits for no man, and for no
product, but when delivered in the right
packaging, produce stands a better
chance.

Keith emphasizes that retailers
and consumers need to understand
that, beyond the branded labels and
convenient functions, these bags directly
benefit extended shelf-life. “Packaging
is a key component to keeping produce
healthy while in transport and display.
It’s an issue bigger than that alone—40
percent of food in the U.S. goes uneaten
and, regrettably, ends up in landfills.
That’s billions of annual dollars and
countless hours of labor spent in the field,
operations, production, and packing, just
for good food to ultimately rot.”
And, he adds, packaging makes a
substantial contribution to food safety.
“During production, employees are
required to adhere to strict food safety
regulations. Shouldn’t this apply in
stores as well? Our bags keep food safe
from the many dangers faced in bulk
display, reducing damage and increasing

“At the end of the day,
we have made our
customers a guarantee,
and it is our duty to
consistently uphold that promise.”

Jacob Fox
Sales,
Fox Packaging
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WTF

Stemilt World Famous
Rainier Cherries
DO I DO WITH						

?

{ what the fork }

R A I N I E R C H E R R Y A N D C H OCO L AT E B A K E D OAT M E A L

INGREDIENTS
1 cup fresh Rainier cherries, rinsed with
stems and pits removed
1 medium ripe banana
1 cup steel-cut oats
½ cup chopped walnuts
⅓ cup packed brown sugar
3 tbsp mini semi-sweet chocolate chips
½ tsp baking powder
½ tsp salt
1 ½ cups fat-free milk
1 egg
2 tbsp melted butter, slightly cooled
Prep Time: 15 min
Cook Time: 50 min
Servings: 4

DIRECTIONS

1
2

Preheat oven to 375° F. Butter or grease a small square or round baking dish.
Using a potato masher, blender, or food processor, mash the cherries and
banana together in a mixing bowl until well combined. Set aside.

3

In a separate mixing bowl, combine oats, walnuts, brown sugar, chocolate
chips, baking powder, and salt. Stir well. Add the milk, egg, and melted butter
to the fruit mixture and stir well.

4

Add the wet ingredients to the dry ingredients and stir until combined. Pour
into the buttered baking dish.

5

Bake for 50 minutes or until the edges are browned and center is set. Garnish
with fresh, chopped cherries if desired.

For more delicious, healthy, & easy-to-prepare recipes visit www.stemilt.com/fruit-recipes
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They say life is like a bowl of cherries, maybe because no matter
what variety of cherry you get, it’s the bomb (cherry bomb!). Now,
they are ready to be enjoyed with countless varieties from sweet
to tart to sour. Any consumer can find something they like with this
fresh, plentiful, beautiful, and delicious fruit! Learn more here...
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STACCATO®
SIZE: Large
COLOR: Vibrant, deep red to mahogany
FLAVOR: Super sweet profile

JUN

MAY

Brooks, Tulare,
Garnet, Rainier, Bing,
Coral, Royal Hazel,
Seqouia®

Chelan, Brooks, Lapin,
Orondo Ruby™,
Skylar Rae®, Bing,
Seqouia®, Rainier

BING
SIZE: Large: the most recognized
variety in the United States
COLOR: Deep mahogany red
FLAVOR: Firm, sweet, and juicy

SWEETHEART

SIZE: Medium to large

COLOR: Deep red with purple hints
FLAVOR: Firm and sweet: mild acidity

CHELAN

SIZE: Large

COLOR: Dark red
FLAVOR: Sweet with moderate
firmness

TULARE

SIZE: Oblong and symetrical

COLOR: Red

FLAVOR: Firm and sweet flesh that varies
from pink to red

LAPIN

SIZE: Large to exta-large

COLOR: Mahogany
FLAVOR: Very sweet with underlying
acidity and a pleasing
complexity

SKYLAR RAE®
SIZE: Large

COLOR: Golden yellow with a partial to
full orange-red blush
FLAVOR: Very firm and “the sweetest
cherry you’ll ever eat”
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BROOKS

AUG

JUL

Skeena, Staccato®,
Orondo Ruby™, Bing,
Skylar Rae®, Lapin,
Sweetheart, Rainier

Lapin, Skeena,
Staccato®, Sweetheart

CORAL

SIZE: Large and uniform

SIZE: Large

COLOR: Dark red skin

FLAVOR: Firm and sweet flesh that

COLOR: Rich red with glossy finish
FLAVOR: Very sweet with low acidity

varies from red to pink

SEQUOIA®

SKEENA

SIZE: Large

SIZE: Large

COLOR: Dark red

COLOR: Dark red, nearly black

FLAVOR: Sweet, rich flavor

FLAVOR: Very firm and sweet

ORONDO RUBY™

RAINIER
SIZE: Exceptionally large

SIZE: Extra-large
COLOR: Golden yellow with high levels
of red blush

COLOR: Distinctivley golden colored
with a red blush

FLAVOR: Dessert-sweet with a crisp bite

FLAVOR: Delicately sweet with
extraordinary sugar levels

GARNET

SIZE: Medium to large

COLOR: Bright red
FLAVOR: Firm and sweet

ROYAL HAZEL
SIZE: Large size
COLOR: Deep red with purple hues
FLAVOR: Crisp with balanced sweetness
and acidity

SOURCE | INFORMATION PROVIDED BY ANDNOWUKNOW AND THE SNACK CHERRY CONTRIBUTORS
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FRESH FOLK

» The IF List «

Karin Gardner
DIRECTOR OF CORPORATE COMMUNICATIONS, OPPY

IF

With Jordan Okumura

you need motivation to cycle 100 miles, build a fresh
produce marketing program, or just have a good laugh,
then Oppy’s Karin Gardner is your gal. As one of the most
dynamic women I have met in the industry, Karin was one
of the first people I thought of when we started planning out our The
IF List candidates. Want to know why? Check out what Karin would do
given a slew of fun IFs to consider.

If you could have been born in
another century or decade, which
would it be and why?

I’m not super churchy, but it would have
been interesting to be alive in the time of
Christ. I just would love to know how all of
that went down.

If you could be a character in any
book, who would it be?
Nancy Drew.

If you had to choose right now, what
would your last meal consist of?

Anything my mom has made.

If you could have any actor play you
in a movie, who would you want?

Gillian Anderson. She is so badass.

If you could imagine yourself in a
different industry, which would it be?

I love what I do, but sometimes I wish
I’d taken the time to become an R.D.
(Registered Dietitian). I’m fascinated
by sports nutrition and the science of
fueling our bodies with the right foods
(not chemicals!) to improve physical
performance.

If you could have dinner with
anyone, dead or alive, who
would it be?

Anthony Bourdain. I just read
Kitchen Confidential, and
it made me miss him even
more. Plus, I’m sure we’d
eat something amazing
someplace unforgettable.
RIP, Tony.

If you could re-experience an
awesome day in your life, what day
would you choose and why?

The day we climbed Mount Hamilton in
the 2018 Tour de Fresh. It was a sufferfest, super steep, and unbearably hot! But
being surrounded by an awesome bunch
of like-minded warriors and an amazing
support crew made it a total high.

If you were another species in the
animal kingdom, what would you be?

A spinner dolphin!

If you had to wear the same thing
every day, what items of clothing
would you pick?

My “work at home” uniform: Kuhl trousers,
long-sleeved T-shirt hoodie, and a
shearling vest.

If you could make everyone watch
a movie of your choosing, which
movie would you want them to see?

The Princess Bride. Then more people
would get my jokes!

If you could join a musician, dead or
alive, on stage to sing along or play
an instrument with, who would you
choose and why?

This is so cheesy but belting out
“Daydream Believer” with the Monkees
(all four of them) would be the best.
Ever. It’s a song I’ve loved since I was
little. It follows me around and never
gets old.
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Part 1:

Rite
Passage
Degree
The

of

...to a

By Snack Editorial Contributor Rex Lawrence
Founder & President, Joe Produce Search

here are few things in our world that seem
to have their own economies completely
detached from the general rules. Health care
and college are top of mind—both seem
to have a “mind of their own,” in terms of
inflation.
Perhaps we can cover health care in the future. Today, I
want to talk about college, and I have some questions
that may make some of my friends and colleagues
uncomfortable. When is college needed? When is it not?
What is the purpose and value of college? Should ROI
(return on investment) and a vocation be part of the
decision process? Is it time to reexamine who, when, why,
and how someone goes to college?
As a recruiter, employer, and parent, I’ve been asking
myself these questions for quite some time now and
having conversations on these and related subjects.
Concurrently, I speak with employers and others in
our industry about our aging workforce and the need
for new, young talent, as well as the need or desire for
experience by employers. It’s quite the dynamic web of
interrelated issues.
Meanwhile, I ask parents and college students-to-be,
“Where are you going? What are you studying? What do
you want when you get out?”
I have to admit, I’m amazed and flabbergasted by some
of the answers. Many have a kinda/sorta idea about what
they enjoy in terms of studies. Many have schools they
like based on various criteria, and a few have a clear
direction as to what they will choose as a vocation.
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Over a trillion dollars in college loan debt!
Can we afford to keep going in this manner?
The week our daughter, Jordan, was born 17 years ago,
my wife, Leslie, and I started a 529 College Savings
Plan and have been squirreling money away ever since.
Despite that number growing to quite a tidy sum, it may
not be enough for four years, let alone if she is going
beyond four years.
Here at Joe Produce, I am constantly talking with
candidates and employers about careers, searches,
resumes, experience, skills, and education. Since we
had Jordan a bit later in life, we have friends ahead of
us whose kids are going into college and others with
kids graduating. We also have friends whose kids have
graduated and are now coping with college debt while
starting their careers...or trying to.
Has college become this very expensive “rite of passage”
that is disconnected from a desired end result? From
a vocation? From a real ROI? Perhaps that ROI was
not as important 30 years ago when the costs were
substantially less.

Let’s talk about TODAY
Today, college students are graduating schools with tens
or even hundreds of thousands of dollars in debt. Some
are living back at home to help pay into it while trying to
figure out a career. Today, unemployment is at historical
lows. Today, companies like Google, Facebook, and more
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“

Has college become this very expensive
‘rite of passage’ that is disconnected from
a desired end result?

”

are not requiring a degree for applicants. Perhaps today
is the day that we in the produce industry ask ourselves
what exactly we want from our workforce. How are
we going to attract young talent into a hard-working
industry that is not as “sexy” as some other industries?
How are we going to attract talent into living in smaller
rural areas that may not be as fun and cool as some
larger urban areas?
What if our industry adopted a new system, a “farm
system” (pun intended and stolen BACK from baseball!)
where we recruited youths from high schools and
community colleges? There could and would be
interviews, testing, tryouts, offers, and commitments.
In my hometown of Salinas, California, for example, we
could have an office that represents all the companies
that agree to be a part of our MLAA (Major League Ag
Association).

Could we hire kids out of high school, take them through
our supposed developmental program, and have them
“graduate” to great paying roles without college debt?
And, at some stage(s), could the employer sponsor
their “higher education” for SPECIFIC roles in ag at the
appropriate stage in their progression? Could the high
school grad commit to the program with the employers,
just like they commit to the Army now for college
dollars?

Is this an idea...or a need?
For now, I have a lot of questions and some possible
answers, including what this could do for kids, parents,
companies, and agriculture. Keep an eye out for my
follow-up to this topic in the next issue of The Snack
Magazine.

How might this work?
Before I grapple with that question, let me say that this is
not for all kids and is not circumventing college, at least
not for everyone. For now, let’s answer “how it might
work.”
What if our industry developed a training and
apprenticeship program for people to learn about our
business and supply chain while working their way
through a succession of positions, ultimately splitting
off to various departments and following a specific
developmental career path?

Joe Produce Search (JPS) is the
Executive Search division of Joe
Produce®. Joe Produce Search is
comprised of experienced search
consultants and produce professionals.
Our placements range from middle
management to C-level positions,
throughout North America, covering
Rex Lawrence
a wide range of produce and
Founder & President
produce-related businesses.
Joe Produce Search℠
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IMPLEMENTING

SUCCESS:
A

WITH PRODUCE PRO SOFTWARE’S

DAVE DONAT
By Robert Schaulis

S

ince its inception in 1990, Produce Pro Software has
made it the company’s mission to propel produce
forward. Pairing a commanding understanding
of the perishables industry with software savvy,
Produce Pro Software has worked to create, support, and
sell a truly all-in-one ERP software solution along with
consulting.

From wholesalers, distributors, foodservice providers,
processors, and repackers to the grower/packer/shipper
segment, Produce Pro Software offers customizable software
solutions along with their expertise to some of the industry’s
most well-respected clients.
Through its nearly three-decade-long history, Dave Donat,
President of Produce Pro Software, has been one of the
company’s driving forces. Among the chief architects of the
Produce Pro system, Donat has spent
almost 30 years integrating produce
customer objectives with the everchanging and evolving industry
trends in order to solve problems
and stay ahead of the curve. I
asked Dave to shed some light
on the company’s services, the
qualities that make Produce Pro
Software unique, and the ways
in which the company is primed
to provide next-level solutions to its
customers now and in the future.
Dave Donat, President,

1

ROBERT SCHAULIS: Why
has Produce Pro Software found so
much success as a solution provider for
wholesalers, distributors, and foodservice
companies?
DAVE DONAT: This is primarily
because of our deep knowledge of
the industry. We are truly experts in our field. When it
comes time to implement a new customer, we, of course,
have the full-featured Produce Pro software. But, we also
have experienced consultants who are ready to assist
customers in using the software to its fullest potential. We
have seen various different types of operations over the
years. We know what works and what doesn’t. Plus, we
can offer counsel on best practices in the industry.

2

RS: How can the grower/packer/shipper community take
advantage of the strengths of Produce Pro Software’s various
business solutions?
DD: What we have seen is that the needs of the grower/
packer/shipper community have really started to overlap
with the needs of distributors and wholesalers. The core
challenges always revolve around real-time inventory,
customer service, and just-in-time delivery. The produce
industry is fast-paced, no matter what part of the supply
chain you are in. Over the years, we have serviced
customers throughout the fresh supply chain, creating
functionality to help at every step. We pride ourselves on

Produce Pro Software
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being able to have an answer for every business process
our customers throw at us. Produce Pro ought to “handle
it” with ease, and we believe it does.

3

RS: Why is Produce Pro Software uniquely suited to addressing
the needs of the grower/packer/shipper?
DD: We are uniquely suited to the grower/packer/
shipper community because we understand their business
case. Farming is made up of ever-changing variables.
Our software is designed to handle all of the functions
in their world. This includes everything from acreage,
labor costs, crop types, materials, equipment, spraying
schedules, harvesting, and individual plantings. The
more you can track these variables, the better you can
manage an operation, from the field through distribution.

4

robust, stable hardware solutions, with the end goals of
maximized uptime, stability, high-performance, and
reliable backups. During implementation, we are always
accessible and assign a team of implementation specialists
to work closely with each company and oversee the entire
process. Our software deployment experts make sure our
software aligns with each unique business operation—
especially considering the specific nuances of the grower/
packer/shipper operation.
We also train staff members with proven methods to help
them effectively learn and use the software every day.
After implementation, this support continues with access
to our expert support team at any time. It’s all designed
to enhance each individual operation and ensure that the
final transition runs smoothly and with success.

5

RS: Can you briefly walk me through what implementing Produce
Pro Software’s ERP software would entail for that particular
segment?

RS: How would you describe the value proposition of Produce Pro
Software’s ERP solutions to, say, a grower who was skeptical of
changes to his or her operation?

DD: Our team is dedicated to making sure our
customers are satisfied with every phase of our
relationship, starting with implementation. We pride
ourselves on our implementation process and break it
down into three segments: before, during, and after
implementation.

DD: Produce Pro is an all-in-one software solution.
The software has been built with and for our more than
200 customers. Produce Pro solutions are driven by our
customers. We always listen to their recommendations
and strive to meet their changing needs. We not only
handle all facets of distribution, but we also handle the
work done in the field, handling farm tasks, sprays,
blocks, and other facets of the grower operation. Packers
utilize our solution to gain efficiencies, allowing visibility

First, we take the time to learn every facet of their
business—enabling us to recommend and design

“Produce Pro doesn’t just serve the perishables industry;
we live it. In fact, many of our employees have spent
decades in the produce business. That gives us a true
insider’s perspective, and it’s something you won’t find
at most software companies.”
—Dave Donat, President, Produce Pro Software
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into true costs. But, our value is not just in our software.
Our people are what sets us apart from our competitors.
Our staff is unique in that they have gained a tremendous
amount of knowledge across all markets. They, in turn,
bring that knowledge back to the customer.
Produce Pro doesn’t just serve the perishables industry;
we live it. In fact, many of our employees have spent
decades in the produce business. That gives us a true
insider’s perspective, and it’s something you won’t find at
most software companies.

6

RS: What sorts of barriers to entry—real or imagined—might
grower/packer/shippers struggle with when implementing ERP
solutions? How does Produce Pro Software break down or
ameliorate those issues?
DD: One of the biggest barriers to entry is simply change
management. Whether it be individuals, managers, or
entire companies, in one way or another, everyone is
inherently resistant to change.
If a company is implementing a new ERP, they clearly
had some good reasons to do so. They should have
a vision as to why they made this move. The key is
communicating these reasons to the entire company, to
get everyone on board with how the new ERP will make
their jobs easier, how it will get them better information,
and how everyone will be able to communicate more
efficiently within the entire company. Having everyone
on board, rowing in the same direction, will make the
implementation process and adoption much smoother.

7

RS: Tell me a little bit about the user interface for Produce Pro
Software: How does the interface make what I imagine are often
very complicated data sets and processes manageable and digestible?
DD: This is what we hear from our customers: They
want the system to be intuitive; they want it to be simple,
and they want it to be fast. We take those parameters to
heart. You can have a great system, but if it is not easy
for day-to-day users to interact with, you are going to get
into trouble.

When it comes to reports, we want this area to be
as self-service as possible. Produce Pro has over 200
different reports in the core system. Each one of them
can be filtered and sorted in a myriad of ways. You can
select what data columns to see on your report. And all
of this can be done by the customers themselves. Our
goal is that we want the core reporting of Produce Pro
to contain everything a customer needs to run their
business, without needing to manipulate the data further
outside the system.

8

RS: Are there any particular success stories that you can share with
me in which a grower, packer, or shipper has achieved extraordinary
results with Produce Pro Software’s services?
DD: Produce Pro can provide a full 360-degree view of
the grower operation. By utilizing Produce Pro, they can
streamline manual processes and eliminate spreadsheets
all while giving true visibility into their operations.
Reducing time spent on entering data can increase
profitability across the board. Traceability has been a key
factor—especially now. Produce Pro can help achieve
traceability down to the case. Grower settlements have
been a pain point and a complicated process for growers.
Through reporting, Produce Pro can provide a better
understanding of profits and losses and where dollars go
in order to optimize profits season after season.

9

RS: Food safety has been a hot button issue of late, with the
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) issuing strident
warnings on romaine lettuce late last year; how can Produce Pro
Software help companies improve food safety programs and ensure
traceability throughout the supply chain?
DD: First off, our real-time, pallet-based inventory
system is designed specifically for full traceability. Our
customers know what happens to each and every box that
goes through their facility. No matter how many times
you pack it, repack it, transfer it, or sell it, Produce Pro
will give you full accountability of your inventory.

So, for starters, we take great pains to make sure the
Data Entry portion of the system is fast, with minimal
keystrokes to get the job done, while still getting all
the information entered that will be needed down the
line. Then, when it comes to inquiries and reports, we
want things organized and easy. Users need to be able
to quickly drill down to the information they want.
We listen to our customers. We find out, ‘What kinds
of information do you want to know?’ But also ‘Where
in the system is the best place to see this?’ and ‘Which
functions go best together?’ We don’t want people
jumping in and out of screens looking for things they
need to look at constantly. Ultimately, the user experience
is just as critical as having solid data.
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“This is what we hear from our customers: They want the
system to be intuitive; they want it to be simple, and they
want it to be fast.”
Food safety, specifically with regard to recalls, has indeed
been a popular topic. To that end, we have built a Recall
system into Produce Pro. Our Recall Entry screen gives
our customers complete visibility into everything that has
happened to recalled product along with the customers
who received it. But, it doesn’t stop there. We have also
created a workflow for you to record all contact and
communication made to customers, easily record who
was called, what they said, enter a credit if needed, etc.,
all within the system.
This recall functionality was designed in partnership
with our customers to really represent everything that
happens in a true recall and provide all the information
they need at their fingertips. It makes what can be a
stressful situation much more organized and manageable.

10

RS: What’s next for Produce Pro Software? Are there any recent
or forthcoming developments in the works for Produce Pro Software
that you can tell me about?
DD: Produce Pro looks forward to continuing to leverage
and enhance the functionality and flexibility of our
software to address the ever-changing needs of our
customers and evolution of the industry.
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early 30 years into its endeavors, Produce Pro
Software strives to be the best partner possible
while providing cutting-edge technology
solutions and consulting services specifically tailored to
the produce industry. With an expert staff that lives and
breathes produce, Produce Pro Software supports all
business types throughout the supply chain.

Employing end-to-end solutions from a core ERP system,
Warehouse Management, and Business Intelligence to a
Driver Solution and Mobile Apps, Produce Pro Software
provides indispensable software, service, and support in
an increasingly complicated produce industry—helping
customers continue to grow and optimize their business.
In short, they make the complex…simple.

VOICES OF THE INDUSTRY

to love about fresh produce
S omething
is it truly comes in its own pristine and

beautiful packaging. One of those with its own
aesthetic beauty is strawberries. The naturally
eye-catching and vibrant berry has the benefits of
great nutrition, versatile usage, and palate-appeal
across demographics. What are some of the berry
lovers in our industry touting about the category?
Find out here…
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1

Cindy Jewell | Vice President of Marketing,
California Giant Berry Farms
“June is peak California strawberry season, when every retailer should
have them front and center in the department. A secondary display
near the checkout stand will get more fresh berries through the
register throughout the month as well. Shoppers are looking for fresh
strawberries at this time of the year, and they will buy them! Graduation,
Father’s Day, and the first day of summer all happen in June, which calls
for a party that always includes strawberries. Provide solutions to your
shoppers by adding shortcakes, chocolate, glaze mixes, and other items
that complement berries and provide inspiration as they rush through
the produce department.”

2

Melanie Mastronardi | Project Coordinator,
Community, SUNSET® Mastronardi
“When it comes to strawberries, I simply can’t get enough—especially
SUNSET® WOW™ berries. They taste exactly the way a strawberry
should. My new fave way to eat them is paired with almonds in my
morning superfood smoothie. We have a great recipe on our website—
try it and you won’t look back! My love for berries doesn’t stop at
strawberries, and I am very excited to start adding all our new premium
WOW™ berries to my morning ritual when they launch this fall.”

3

1
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Kiana (Wilkinson) Amaral | Business Manager,
BlazerWilkinson
“One of my favorite parts of grocery shopping is browsing the produce
department—the bright colors and fresh scents offering a warm
welcome to the healthiest eating options in the store. I live and breathe
strawberries every day, but nothing says ‘fresh’ to me like seeing
beautiful cases of red berries as I walk into the store. They’re great for a
treat in the kids’ lunches or even better, as a healthy dessert topping. And
I always have a few in the fridge for a grab-and-go snack—with three
active kids, we are constantly on the go! Nobody EVER gets tired of
munching on fresh strawberries!”

2

3
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4

Caitlin Tierney | Director of Produce,
99 Cents Only Stores
“At 99 Cents Only Stores, strawberries come in second place to our
number one item: bananas. Strawberries alone represent around seven
percent of our total produce department and 50 percent of our berry
category. This year we were able to have roughly 70 percent of our
Mexican strawberry volume be organic, which allowed us to increase
sales and excite our customer with an extreme value. We have found
that strawberries increase the total produce basket, as well as don’t
have a true substitute. If we are out of strawberries, we can’t make up
for their lost sales in other categories. To say the least, we greatly value
strawberries and our providers during every season.”

5

CarrieAnn Arias | Vice President of Marketing,
Naturipe Farms
“We encourage retailers and buyers to partner with us on numerous
opportunities to promote strawberries. Campaigns are powerful tools
to help move products, and our team has developed programs to
help promote strawberries during their peaks and the holidays. Our
campaigns include social media graphics and support to help bring
shoppers into the store, eye-catching in-store signage to attract shoppers
to the berry display, and recipe development to share with shoppers the
many ways to add strawberries to their dishes!”

6

4

Lindsay Giddings | Food Safety Coordinator and
Social Media Manager, Always Fresh Farms
“For me, strawberries are the royalty of the fruit world. Their sweet
and tangy flavor profile makes them delicious in just about everything:
yogurt, salads, salsas, desserts, you name it! Thanks to my Grammy, I’d
have to say the best way to enjoy strawberries is to drizzle a little bit of
honey over them. Something so simple is oh, so delicious!”

5

6
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7

Frances Dillard | Senior Director of Brand and
Product Marketing, Driscoll’s Company
“June signals hot summer days, fresh, clean eating, and the start of
spending time with family and friends. With more than two out of three
households consuming strawberries, this luscious treat is a key revenue
driver for the produce department. Our shopper analytics confirm
consumers are loyal to trusted brands and repeat purchase is core to
their behavior. Driscoll’s branded destinations are typically located in
front of the store to greet shoppers. For me, I eat and serve the entire
berry patch. A fresh berry medley can’t be beat when entertaining.”

Ryan Scott | Chef and Entrepreneur,
Ryan Scott Enterprises
“Strawberries bring with them fond memories of summer throughout
the years for me. Those memories surround family gatherings when we
would all sit around and nosh on strawberries. Now that I am a father,
I have the opportunity to build memories like these for my daughter,
and I love doing this through food. Food creates special opportunities
to create moments that add to the story of our lives. Strawberries have
a flavor and appearance that evoke a universal joy, in my opinion, and
the number of ways you can both tap into their versatility in dishes and
their health benefits is endless. The work I am doing to build recipes
with California Strawberries is evidence of that. My advice? Keep
them center stage throughout the summer and keep summer around by
adding them to your basket throughout the year.”

7
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“He was a very inferior farmer when he first began, but a prolonged and
unflinching assault upon his agricultural difficulties has had its effect at last
and he is now fast rising from affluence to poverty,” Mark Twain once
remarked of the Reverend Henry Ward Beecher. And it’s in the grand
tradition of American satirical prose that The Snack Magazine
presents Vic Smith’s thoughts on the leafy green growing dream…

Living the
Dream
By Snack Editorial
Contributor Vic Smith,
President and CEO, JV
Smith Companies

my name is Vic, and I am
a recovering gambler (not
really).
In order to deal with my problem, I decided to
become a leafy greens grower. This was necessary
in order to improve my health and well being. My
lifestyle was killing me prior to this major change,
as the smoke-filled rooms of casinos and cooler
offices were becoming overwhelming.
It seemed a nice change to be out in all of nature’s
elements, and growing nutritious food seemed to
be the answer. The opportunity to enjoy droughts,
floods, minor plagues of insects, and bird attacks
would, I thought, be a welcome respite to my prior
existence.
Now, before I continue, I need to acknowledge
that I don’t pretend to be an absolute expert on
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growing leafy green vegetables. However, in my
defense, I will cite an old saying, “Good judgement
comes from experience, which comes from bad
judgement.” I have a lot of experience.
This article is intended to bring forth all the positive
aspects of “living the dream” as a leafy greens
grower. As mentioned above, the natural lifestyle
is important as is the enjoyment of participating
in endless debates on public policy regarding
immigration and our great nation. Our ability to
grow and harvest healthy food lies in the collective
wisdom of the people governing these policies. The
fruits of our labor (pun intended) will be recognized
only as we are able to continue on this journey.
At this point, I have to go to a quote attributed to
Winston Churchill: “You can always count on the
American people to do the right thing, but only as a
last resort.” I think we are getting very close to that
in regards to a rational guest worker program.

VOICES OF THE INDUSTRY

“Our ability to grow and harvest
healthy food lies in the collective wisdom
of the people governing these policies. The
fruits of our labor (pun intended) will be recognized only as we are able to
continue on this journey.”
Yet I digress; the opportunities to expand my
horizons are limitless. I have become an expert
on microbiology (self-taught). Pathogens are an
interesting phenomenon in our biodiversity of
production cycles. They feel they’ve the right to
co-exist with our crops, and we believe they should
go exist anywhere else but near us. Therefore, we
are encouraging them to go back to the public
restrooms where they belong.
Filling my time to avoid my problem—remember,
gambling—I have developed new hobbies, such as
becoming an inventor of things. I like to play with
tiny machine replicas of lettuce harvest machines
and automatic weeding devices. Ah, if only I could
make a real one!

not important. The self-satisfaction to toil and sweat
to create some of nature’s finest delicacies is more
than enough compensation for me. I really want the
people selling my products—shippers, processors,
retailers, foodservice operators—to realize the
maximum value from my efforts.
The most important thing, as I have become more
and more involved as a leafy greens grower, is that I
have lost my desire to gamble. Now, I only have an
addiction to the produce industry and invest wisely
in crops that cost $5,000 to $10,000 per acre, which
may or may not return anything.
It’s a good life—living the dream.

While working in this field of agriculture (another
pun intended), I have come to realize that money is

Vic Smith,

President and CEO,
JV Smith Companies
Vic Smith is the President and CEO of JVSmith
Companies, a diverse group operations with
farming, cooling and distribution facilities, and
shipping capacities in Yuma, Arizona, Colorado,
Salinas Valley, California, and Baja, Mexico.
Skyview Cooling was its first operation, formed in
1970, and began as a cooling company in Colorado
and New Mexico. Today, JVSmith Companies
farm a number of commodities including
conventional romaine, iceberg lettuce, spinach,

potatoes, mixed leaf and organic spring mix,
carrots, celery, romaine, and green onions.
Since 1991, Vic has overseen all the companies’
farming, packing, and cooling operations—
including 30,000 acres of vegetable production
annually. Vic has served on the boards the of
United Fresh Produce Association, the Produce
Marketing Association, and Western Growers—
where he currently serves as the 2019 Executive
Secretary.
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MAZZEI FRANCONI

MAZZEI FRANCONI
IS GETTING FRESH
By Robert Schaulis

T

om Franconi Jr. is a deliberate
speaker—not halting, not
hesitating, not fearful. His has a
cautiousness, it seems, that bears
out a simple message: Tom respects
you and wants to give you the best
information possible.

Tom Franconi Jr.,
Partner, Mazzei
Franconi

product out of the San Joaquin Valley
when its neighbors to the north had
already entered storage months.

“We’ve been doing California new crop
potatoes since the early seventies. When
was it, 1972?” Tom asks.

But the company traces its roots even
farther—to 1958—when Tom Sr. and
Livio Mazzei first began working
together at Mazzei Farms. The two
men worked together for 60 years,
building a business that would stand the
test of time.

He’s correct, Tom Sr. affirms. It’s a
scrupulousness that I notice at several
points in my conversation with Tom Jr.,
Tom Sr., and John Clerou. They want
to tell me the straight stuff, the meat—
or in this case grapes—and potatoes.

“It was originally a two-man operation,”
Tom Jr. tells me, beginning at the
founding of Mazzei Franconi in 1972.
“They started out with 800 acres and
worked their way to nearly 4,800 acres
of potatoes.”

For more than 45 years, Mazzei
Franconi has been serving customers
and growers in the San Joaquin
Valley—working, Tom tells me, with
some of California’s finest growers and
most accomplished fresh food sellers to
bring fresh and flavorful table grapes
and potatoes from the field to the fork.
Founded in 1972 by Livio Mazzei and
Tom Franconi Sr., Mazzei Franconi
hit its stride as a provider of new crop
potatoes—providing a just-harvested

Livio Mazzei,
Co-Founder, Mazzei
Franconi

With its signature offerings of
California-grown new crop potatoes,
Mazzei Franconi has carved out an
impressive niche in Edison, California—
just 10 miles outside Bakersfield.
As the potato industry evolved, so too
did Mazzei Franconi. Realizing the
need for new crop red, white, and
yellow potatoes packaged under the
Get Fresh, Bluejay, and Avalanche
brands, the company would grow to
gain ground in the premium colored

Tom Franconi Sr.,
Co-Founder, Mazzei
Franconi
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Franconi’s Get Fresh brand are all about
getting great-quality peak-fresh product
to customers.
“It’s all about getting into the newest,
freshest product,” John says. “For us,
we try to keep everything as direct as
possible between the grower and the
consumer. As fast as we can pack it, we
want to ship and get it straight from the
field to the plate.”

Each year, Mazzei Franconi’s grower partners in the lower San Joaquin Valley
produce some of the earliest California-grown table grapes to market

“IT’S ALL ABOUT GETTING
INTO THE NEWEST,
FRESHEST PRODUCT.
FOR US, WE TRY TO KEEP
EVERYTHING AS DIRECT
AS POSSIBLE BETWEEN
THE GROWER AND THE
CONSUMER. AS FAST
AS WE CAN PACK IT, WE
WANT TO SHIP AND GET
IT STRAIGHT FROM THE
FIELD TO THE
PLATE.”

NCONI

potato space, offering fresh potatoes
when others could not. Mazzei Franconi
worked with King Pak Potato Company
from 1972 to 2014 and Johnston Farms
from that point on, supplying fresh
product to retailers across North
America.
“With storage potatoes, by the time we
get to the cover months—May, June, and
July—retailers are looking for a fresh
new potato, and California is one of the
first few regions that can offer customers
that new potato they’re looking for,”
John tells me.
And though, John explains, over the
years demand for new crop russets may
have waned, with consumers largely
unable to tell the difference between the
utilitarian russet in stored or fresh form,
the specialty items packed under Mazzei

That goes for table grapes, too. Mazzei
Franconi first entered into the table
grape business in 1995, when prodigal
son Tom Jr. returned from a decade
away from the family business. Tom
had joined a grape shipping operation
after college, and his return brought
with him a wealth of hard-earned grape
knowledge and a willingness to help
Kern County growers make the most out
of an amazing product.
“There was an opportunity for Mazzei
Franconi to grow into the table grape
category with Tom coming onboard, and
it’s just grown exponentially in the last
20 years,” John notes.
Under the Get Fresh and Fresh Pak
labels, Mazzei Franconi and its Kern
County grower partners are able to
provide some of the earliest California
table grapes to market.
“We’ve got some of the earliest grapes
where we are here,” Tom Jr. explains.
“We’ve got early flames out of Arvin,
California, and early Sugraones along
with Ivory green grape, with newer
varieties like Allison, Krissy, and Timco
coming on throughout the calendar

—John Clerou,
Mazzei Franconi

Mazzei Franconi has been growing
table grapes since 1995 in the San
Joaquin Valley, California
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year. That’s one of the big niches that
we have—being one of the first shippers
with California grapes starting.”
With red and black grapes—Flames
and Summer Royals—beginning in
mid-June, and greens following hot on
their heels in Sugraone form, Mazzei
Franconi offers a comprehensive
selection of table grapes grown with care
in the San Joaquin Valley.

“THEY STARTED OUT
WITH 800 ACRES
AND WORKED THEIR
WAY TO NEARLY 4,800
ACRES OF POTATOES.”
—Tom Franconi Jr.,
Mazzei Franconi

“We started out in 1995—was it 1995,
Tom?” John echoes Tom’s carefulness
with his words. “We were at about
300,000 grapes, and this season we’re
hoping to be close to two million grapes.”
And with the retirement of Livio on
the first of this year, Tom Sr. as CoFounder and elder statesman—alongside
Tom Jr. and John—are ushering in a
new era for the company and ensuring
that Livio’s legacy of providing for
Mazzei Franconi’s grower partners and
customers is continued for years to come.
Tom Jr. oversees grape operations,
Tom Sr. stewards the potato program,
and John serves as a jack-of-all-trades,
working on both sides of the operation—
potatoes during the majority of the
winter and spring and grapes summer
and fall.
“He does everything,” Tom Jr. jokes.
John humbly explains the feat in terms
of seasonality: “We finish potatoes, this
year, somewhere between July 10 and
14, and then new California table grapes
from Arvin will start the last week of
June. They overlap for a couple of weeks,
but we essentially transition entirely into
table grapes at this time.”
With programs that take full advantage
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of the freshest produce possible, the
company thrives with an enticing value
proposition—the best possible product
at times when peak freshness is less than
readily available. Mazzei Franconi’s
scope extends throughout North
America—with product packed under its
own labels and various private labels.
But Mazzei Franconi is about more than
a value proposition, too. It’s about values.
“We’re family-owned. We’re easy to work
with; it’s a really hands-on experience.
You can call in, and we’re all right here
at the office next to each other. It’s very
personal. It’s not some big corporate
experience. The people you talk to are
people you trust. It’s not going to be
someone different the next time you
call,” John sums up. “This business is
a lot about relationships and knowing
people you can trust—people like Tom
Franconi Sr. and Livio Mazzei who
have been doing it since 1958—guys
who have been there and are going to
be here. One of the things our partners
and customers know is that we’re here
this year, and we’re going to be here next
year, building long-term relationships.“
It’s those values that Tom Jr., Tom Sr.,
and John hang their hat on—as much
as the value the company provides for
its partners. It’s what makes Mazzei
Franconi the name it is today—a name
you can trust. And in the capable hands
of these three, I’m confident that retail
customers and end consumers alike will
be getting their fill of fresh table grapes
and potatoes for years to come.

Above: The Mazzei Franconi crew
at the company’s Edison, California,
headquarters
Below: Mazzei Franconi Founders and
namesakes Tom Franconi Sr. and Livio
Mazzei have worked together for more
than 50 years

WTF

California Giant
DO I DO WITH						
Blueberries

?

{ what the fork }

B L U E B E R R Y K I W I F R U I T M OJ I TO

INGREDIENTS
½ cup California Giant blueberries
2 kiwifruit, peeled
1 tbsp honey
1 lime, cut in half
1 sprig mint
2 oz rum
Club soda
Crushed ice
Prep Time: 10 min
Servings: 1
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DIRECTIONS

1
2
3

In a food processor, combine kiwifruit, honey, and juice from half of the lime.
Set aside.
In the bottom of a glass, muddle half of the blueberries with 3 mint leaves.
Pour kiwifruit mixture on top. Add crushed ice, rum, and club soda to taste.
Top with remaining blueberries, mint, and a slice of kiwifruit.

For more delicious, healthy, & easy-to-prepare recipes visit www.calgiant.com/recipes

People. Planet. Product

At California Giant, we’re passionate about growing #everybodysberry while protecting our three
tenants of sustainability – the people we serve both within our company and our communities, the land on
which we grow, and the product we provide.
Learn more about our commitment at calgiant.com/sustainability.
California Giant Berry Farms | Watsonville, California | (831) 728-1773 | sales@calgiant.com

INDEX FRESH

The

Avocado Index

of the

				By Melissa De Leon

“W

e’re not waiting for
that next direction
every step of the way.
Like birds flying south
for the winter, we have an instinct for
what needs to be done and where we
need to go, whether our eyes are open
or closed,” says John Dmytriw, Index
Fresh’s Senior Business Specialist for
Sales and Category Management. “We
all have the heartbeat of the business and
pride ourselves in having the pulse of
our customers. So we’re never having to
wonder what to do next—people just act.”

“We have the ability to make both
good and bad decisions within our
organization, sure, but we’d rather
have people make decisions and act in
Index’s best interest rather than make
no decisions and go from analysis to
paralysis. In short, our culture is a bunch
of doers. From the top down, everyone
rolls up their sleeves and digs into the
work,” he says.

This is a level of trust that might inspire
fear of failure in many large businesses.
But for Index, John tells me, it’s better
than standing still.

I love words and new ways to use them—
it is like finding a new path home. A stoic
person might seem off-putting, but a
stoic company endures and provides no
matter the situation.

President and CEO Dana Thomas
applies a surprising word to this culture
of work: stoic.

Such is the case for avocados. Now
known by many as “green gold,” it has
not always been so. A tried and true
company that has seen the ups and the
downs, only to be one of the more funloving and passionate I’ve interviewed, is
Index Fresh.
“We’re a stoic company that has a real
solid understanding of who we are:
rooted in California agriculture while
also being very involved in the global
avocado world,” Dana reflects.
Those roots go all the way back to
California’s Orange County in 1914,
when Index Fresh was originally
founded as a corporation called Index
Orchards in the heart of the Golden
State’s agriculture industry. While

“We’re a stoic company that has a real
solid understanding of who we are:
rooted in California agriculture while
also being very involved in the global
avocado world.”

Dana Thomas

President and CEO,
Index Fresh
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Dana can tell me that Index went from
a corporation to a co-op to the growerowned company it is now, but things
remain a little fuzzy until the 1940s.
“When we first started, it was a fairly
small organization, and it went along
like that until World War II. We don’t
know a lot about the Founders before the
war, and we’ve actually tried to research
this, hiring somebody to look back in the
Orange County records, without a lot of
luck,” he shares.
It makes sense. Yet in a time where roots
seem to define a company, this one has
managed to retain a strong identity and
trust without too much information on
its initial decades.
With this confidence and stoicism comes
unwavering loyalty, as Debbie Willmann,
who joined the company in 1990 and
worked her way up to Senior Business
Specialist for Sales and Category
Management, attests.
“Everybody is as important as everybody
else in the company. You see how
management values what every single
person brings to the table. It helps people
feel empowered, confident, and proud
to be here. I think it speaks volumes
that our turnover is very low, and we’re
fortunate in that aspect as well,” she says.

So, how has Index come to stand in
such a place, with one foot in the local
market and the other in the global, while
keeping its balance? Dana attributes
it to a slew of pivotal moments falling
together to create Index’s current path.
“I think there’s no question that making
the decision in the 1940s to get involved
in the avocado business by buying
United Avocado Growers was huge, and
it was not a slam dunk. In those days,
there was no way to know avocados were
going to be what they are today,” he says.
The next big move Dana names
happened just prior to his coming in to
take the reigns in 1996. “We moved into
international business in 1991, becoming
involved in Mexico and Chile, which has
been an important move,” he tells me.
Debbie echoes this mainstay.
“We’ve always been diversified because
our number one priority is supply source.
Even when people stopped bringing in
foreign avocados in favor of going to
just the California grower—California
is now only ten to twelve percent on
average, of the entire avocado supply
in the U.S.—I think one of our biggest

successes is that we’ve always prided
ourselves on supply. We’ve never been
without a Chilean program in the last 25
years, no matter what the circumstances
were. We had even been in the Peru deal
years before it was in the United States,
as we were going into Canada,” Debbie
recalls.
John goes a little further, attributing this
aspect of the business to Index’s ability to
help find the right fit for buyers no matter
the market.
“We’re a little ahead of the game in
offering seamless supply through multicountry sourcing, in the California
market as well as Mexico, Chile, Peru,
and, starting off in the infantile stages,
Colombia,” he says. “We’ve been doing
that for twenty-five to thirty years. That
is a big game-changer for everyone to be
able to connect with the avocado yearround, and we have had relationships
with those growers from South and
Central America for quite some time.
We’re already in that seat to manage
what people want, and we don’t dictate
what we’re going to give to a customer in
terms of country of origin. We work with
the customers, showing them what fruit
eats best and what works for them.”

John Dmytriw,
Senior Business
Specialist for
Sales and Category
Management, and Debbie
Willmann, Senior Business
Specialist for Sales, have both seen
Index Fresh stay ahead of the rapid
growth of today’s avocado category
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Giving customers options both in pack
styles and where the fruit is coming from
in the market, John shares, is how Index
works best with customers. “We don’t
want to ever push a square peg into a
round hole.”

that arise from such growth are two-fold:
ensuring Index stands out in the market
and ensuring there is a market to stand
out in.

“We all have the heartbeat of the
business and pride ourselves in
having the pulse of our customers.”
John Dmytriw,
Senior Business Specialist for Sales and
Category Management, Index Fresh

This is another pivotal marker of how
Index has risen to its current status,
Dana points out.
“A slow-moving but key moment in our
history is that, as we’ve evolved, we’ve
understood that our business is to
provide a good-quality product—with
our transparency, our honesty, our
information, and our service. We give
the best information we can and work to
provide the best we can to growers and
customers,” he emphasizes.
On the customer-side, Index has
worked on several types of packaging
for partners in bags that the company
then adopted for all its avocados on the
buyer-side. Index has gone so far as to
provide cultural seminars and have an
agronomist and a food safety professional
on staff to ensure growers are food safety
compliant.
Because they are not just growers, they
are shareholders.
“When we converted from a co-op to a
corporation and became a share- and
core-based business, I think that really
served as a springboard for us. It brought
a new approach to the business that
really fostered a sense of growth—we
were going to be a major participant in
the industry,” Dana shares.
It’s no small feat. Debbie explains to me
that, from her start at Index to present
day, the number of companies selling
avocados has gone from around 20 to
upward of 200, and the responsibilities

“We, as salespeople, have to keep
evolving, learning, and growing. This
business is continuing to move, and
we have to continue to move with it
as a company and as individuals. I
work with one of the best teams in the
industry, in my opinion, and it’s been
absolutely incredible. So, what can we
do to continue pushing this commodity
that has been so amazing the last twenty
years?” she questions.
Debbie points out that the trajectory of
avocados has been astronomical but is
approaching a bit of a plateau.
“We’re pushing the envelope on annual
volumes, so Index has to continue to stay
focused on the core, which is always the
growers. I think, sometimes, they can
get forgotten, and that is where we do
a really good job. Our values, morals,
ethics, and being really transparent from
a company standpoint both internally
and externally, continue to stand,” she
explains.

John identifies this, too, saying the
company’s willingness to acknowledge
and improve upon areas in need is one of
its strongest attributes.
“Every year, we reflect where we
performed well and areas that we should
improve. We’re not afraid to take a
look at what we did poorly and figure
out a way as a group to improve on
it. So, we’re always evolving, whether
it’s our services, our product offerings,
communication with customers, internal
accounting software, real-time inventory
analysis, or quality control. For us, we
will never have a similar year to the one
prior because, if we do, then we’re just
being complacent. And that’s just not
who we are,” John comments.
In that space, Index has expanded
facilities and continued investing in
the business, like its new plant in Pharr,
Texas.
“In 2017, we opened up a new plant on
the Texas border with Mexico, right
outside of McAllen, and we run all of our
Mexican product through that,” Dana
says, giving me perhaps my favorite
reference for distance. “If I was a real
baseball player, I could probably throw
a hardball from the plant to the Pharr
Bridge, so we’re really pleased with that.
And we continue to invest in the business
and look for growth.”
He shares that Index looks to the future
in several ways, from small to vast.
“From one aspect, our Board of Directors
has been very stable in the long-term
and is multigenerational. We maintain
that sense of history while the next
generation of Directors have come in
as well, keeping us prepared for the
future,” Dana explains. “There’s a social
responsibility aspect that Index has

“A slow-moving but key moment in our history
is that, as we’ve evolved, we’ve understood
that our business is to provide a good-quality
product—with our transparency, our honesty,
our information, and our service.”

Dana Thomas
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Index Fresh prides itself in being rooted
in California agriculture, while also being
involved in the global avocado world

also been on the forefront with some
of our customers. We’ve had a Fair
Trade program with Costco now out of
Mexico for about three years. It’s been
complicated, but we’ve been able to get
it done, and it’s been very, very exciting.
We’re not rocket scientists, and we’re
not brain surgeons. So, to know that
we can make a difference another way
when there’s such diversity in the grower
communities globally—talk about
rewarding.”
It’s this human aspect John tells me he
wants to continue to see in our industry.
“We need to keep in mind that business
used to be done with a handshake, and
there’s still room for that. As we progress
as an industry and as a world, I think the
reason so many people fell in love with
this business when they were introduced
to it is because it was still so human, and
we need to always work toward keeping
it that way,” John reflects. “It’s great to
use all these efficiencies and things that
help us with our job, but I think we need
to remember that we’re selling a living
product, and that’s important.”
These words echo across the interview
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space and into the finer elements
of Index’s operations. Efficiencies,
expansion, and progress exist, but so
does its vibrant personality. Perhaps it’s
why Index has, as John puts it, stood the
test of time.
“Buyers are under a tremendous amount
of pressure to select the supplier that is
going to not only deliver on what they
say, but stand the test of time,” he shares.
“There are a lot of steps and processes,
from food safety to just overall programs,
in what you deliver as a company that
you have to present to a retailer, a
foodservice provider, a wholesaler, or
whoever it may be before you actually
work with them. So, customers or
potential clients take a hard look at what
you have to offer, and I think being with
a company that has been in business
through the ups, through the downs, and
is still here today really says something.
As avocados become more and more of
a mainstay in the U.S., and continue
to gain penetration in all households,
you’ve got a lot of people that jump on
the bandwagon of wanting to sell.”
John says that supplying is planning
in advance for customers while Dana

emphasizes focusing on opportunities
over the challenges. In fact, just strike
challenges completely.
“I don’t talk about those!” he laughs
when I bring them up. “The challenges
have been there. I think it was in 1999, I
looked at some of those I worked with in
Chile and said, ‘This avocado business
could change drastically in the next five
years.’ The irony of that is we put a fiveyear timeline on these changes when, in
reality, it changes every single year. It is
just going to continue to change. So, it’s
a matter of anticipation. Deciding what
changes are going to stick and become
real as opposed to being a fad, and then
taking steps at the end of them so that
you’re well positioned. You must be good
at adapting. The fact is, we have a strong
financial base; we have a thoughtful
process about how we move forward into
new businesses.”
In this wonderful industry of ours, you
can never know what situation you will
be asked to navigate. That strong, stoic
base Index holds in its local and global
presence is a compass I would surely
follow.

FRESH FOLK

MENTORS IN THE MAKING

Brock Nemecek
BY MELISSA DE LEON

T

HOMAS WOLFE may have
declared You Can’t Go Home
Again, but for T&G Global’s
Brock Nemecek, all paths lead
back to where one came from,
a little older, wiser, and with a
renewed view of what might have
been missed in the place that grew
you. He took a lot of detours from
his small hometown in Northwest
Texas to find himself the proverbial
apple that didn’t fall far from the
tree.
First, I will tell you what Brock
told me: He was going to write
speeches for presidents of the
United States.

“I moved to go to The University
of Texas at Arlington. My degree is
in Political Science with a minor in
Marketing, and politics is still one of
my favorite sports to watch,” Brock
laughs.
It was in trade show coordination
and management, though, that he
first began building his professional
skills.
“I worked toward becoming a
show manager, and I did that for
several different industries before
following an opportunity to Los
Angeles,” he tells me. Toward the
beginning of 2009, though, Brock
found himself among those laid
off in the Recession. “I decided it
was easier to be laid off looking for
work in Dallas than L.A., so I moved
back and was invited to a friend’s
crawfish boil, where I ended up
meeting Dan’l.”
Life in and beyond produce is
a winding road of relationships,
with a wide array of roles to be
played by those who help you find
your path. If a mentor is a guide
on that journey, Dan’l Mackey
Almy, President and CEO of DMA
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Solutions, is the cartographer of
Brock’s career in our industry.
“I was hatched at DMA,” he says.
“Dan’l was a friend of a friend who
took a chance on me. Within a few
months, she had made a position
for me. A chance meeting became
the doorway to what I was meant
to do; it became clear very quickly
that this was it. I will be grateful
to Dan’l for the rest of my life for
giving me that.”
That doorway led to even more
connections with even more
movers and shakers. Three that
stand out in Brock’s mind as his
guides along the way are Cindy
Jewell, Vice President of Marketing
for California Giant Berry Farms;
Dino Cancellieri Jr., Managing
Partner of Veg-Fresh Farms;
and Jan DeLyser, Vice President
of Marketing for the California
Avocado Commission.

failures—like the time I accidentally
allowed her Google ad campaign
to run 7,000 dollars over budget,
and she didn’t kick me off her
account,” he laughs. “I always value
Cindy’s ability to open my eyes to
a new perspective, to see things
differently. I believe that ability
is one of the things that makes
Cindy so relatable, compassionate,
and humble—three of the things
I admire most about her. As a
friend, Cindy lifts me up, makes me
laugh, and is always there for me.
While I don’t get to work with her
on a daily basis, we still find ways
to collaborate on shared passion
projects like the Tour de Fresh
and the United Fresh Produce
Marketing & Merchandising
Council.”
As for how he crossed paths with
Jan, Brock says early in his fresh
produce career he just seemed
to run into her at every industry
event!
“While our initial meetings were
‘right place, right time,’ I began to
seek out Jan’s advice and insights.
I was inspired by the work she
does and also greatly value her

“Dino was one of my first clients
in the fresh produce industry. In
2009, he and the rest of the
Veg-Fresh Farms family
taught me much of the
foundational fresh produce
knowledge that I still refer
to in my daily work. Dino
has a natural way of
connecting with people
and building them up,
which I knew I wanted to
emulate,” Brock recalls.
Cindy became a client
shortly thereafter in 2010.
Brock says he was lucky to
work with her as a client, and
even luckier to count her as a
lifelong friend.
“As a mentor, Cindy has given me
the courage to try new things
and taught me to appreciate
growth from both successes and

Brock Nemecek
Marketing Manager, North
America, T&G Global Limited

FRESH FOLK

knowledge, tenacity, and calm demeanor. Plus, Jan
always invites me to eat with her and her team at
the California Avocado Commission booth at trade
shows, so I knew I wanted to keep that going,” he
laughs, but I understand completely.
When I ask Brock about becoming a mentor as
well, he tells me that he can absolutely see himself
passing what he has learned on to others.
“Both of my parents are teachers, and I think
that affected me more than I realized,” he says,
explaining that it makes sense in more ways than
one that this industry is such a good fit. After all, as
he once wrote in a reflective piece about growing
up the son of a successful gardener, “Fresh
produce doesn’t pop up just once or twice in the
playback of my childhood. It WAS my childhood.”
“Dad was a huge gardener and Mom’s family had an
agricultural background. I was aware of it but never
knew how much of an impact it would have on
who I am and what I do,” Brock shares.
So, I guess Brock isn’t so much the apple that falls
from the tree. From where I sit, no matter how
winding the branches, he remains attached to
roots that were a part of fresh produce all along.

THE MENTORS
Here is what they have
to say about Brock Nemecek...

Jan DeLyser

VP of Marketing, California
Avocado Commission

I have known Brock since he started working
in the produce industry and have enjoyed
interacting with him throughout the years. I
remember Brock as a participant in the Produce
Marketing Association’s High Performance
Management Conference about five years ago. I
was blown away by his enthusiasm as well as his
innate ability to work with teams to achieve a
common goal. He has an exceptional marketing
mind, is a pleasure to work with, and he will
continue to make a difference and positively
impact our industry into the future.

Cindy Jewell

VP of Marketing, California Giant
Berry Farms

One of the things I love about this industry is
how many great friends we make by working
together and by watching some of those friends
grow, thrive, and become leaders. Brock is one
of those people who has become a lifelong
friend with the bonus of being able to work
together for the last several years creating fun
and engaging promotions that we are both very
proud of. During that time he has taken some
huge leaps in his career, while still taking time to
volunteer and give back to the industry. Brock is
always a student of the industry, hungry to learn
everything he can, then apply it to his brand
while teaching others what he learned so that
they, too, can benefit and share in the success.
He is one of a kind that is always ready to give,
whether it’s time, knowledge, or to collaborate
on a project benefitting the industry, even joining
Tour de Fresh as a cyclist to benefit salad bars
for schools. He earned respect from his peers for
his efforts and determination, even though he
probably should have just ridden in the van!

Dino Cancellieri Jr.
Partner, Veg-Fresh Farms

I think the world of Brock—he’s an extremely
talented guy. Veg-Fresh Farms was one of the first
projects that he was a leader on with DMA. We
had just moved into a new facility and offered a
lot of educational opportunities for him. I worked
with him a lot on our brand and, for being new to
the industry and new even to the company at the
time, he was extremely respectful of our brand,
very inquisitive about what it was that built the
company, and wanted to emphasize and bring
back those attributes instead of reinventing the
wheel.
Having gone the route he has, Brock’s the perfect
vehicle to bring more diverse talent to the industry.
He is very approachable and more than willing to
share his evolution. I think he’s a good example
of the industry’s growth in new backgrounds;
he has some real-life experience in where new
industry members are coming from. There is so
much opportunity for success for young people
because the industry does a much better job of
presenting itself as a fun opportunity to advance
your career, and he can probably do a bit better of
a job showing that than those of us for whom this
is all second-nature.

Sponsored By
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MY FAVORITE THINGS

APRIL WARD

Director of Marketing Communications,
California Leafy Greens Marketing Agreement
From great recommendations to shaking up the leafy greens
industry, this cool contact can shift knowingly from talks on food
safety to fun. With such a versatile spectrum of interests, we had
to know about a few of April Ward’s favorite things!

1“

3

I have three, and sometimes
foster for the animal shelter.

”

2

The best cure
for stress is getting
on the mat.

“

4
7

”5

Without a doubt the most
rewarding part of my job.

“

8

Cats!

2

4 Live Music
7

6

”9

Sometimes I forgo the GPS
to see where I end up.

I’m eating it three
times a week lately!

1
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I just finished my
Master’s degree and
love to read.

I don’t love crowds, but I
love “my” people!

Seeing a great band in a
small club is golden.

Dog walks along Sacramento,
California’s American River
are so rejuvenating.

Working with Farmers

5
8

Yoga

3

Time with Family
and Friends
Pizza

6
9

Nature
Self-Improvement

Getting Lost

OFF THE SHELF

A Closer Look at Red Sun
Farms SweetPeps

CLOSE

By Anne Allen

A

fashionable young woman
walks down the street, basket
purse swinging from one
arm, the bow in her hair fluttering
lazily in the wind. People stop and
stare as she passes by, demanding
to know why her other accessory
is a see-through pouch bag full of
mini sweet peppers, and just how
she’s making this produce-forward
look work so well. She stops, turns
to these inquisitive passers-by, and
says, “Don’t you know? Just about
everyone who’s anyone is sporting a
Pep!”

I’ll be the first to declare that Red
Sun Farms’ SweetPeps will be the
fashionable accessory this summer,
the thing that makes people tilt
their heads in pride and proclaim
themselves mini sweet pepper
obsessed. Besides, don’t you know
that Pantone’s Color of the Year is
Living Coral? Encased in an 8 oz bag
with a contrasting black label, these
mini sweet peppers take Color of the
Year to the next level. It’s no wonder
they’ll look good wherever you take
them! To the beach, to the lake, to
the farmers market—wherever you
plan on going, SweetPeps will keep
you looking fresh and fabulous.
They’ll also carry you and your
shoppers into colorful displays of
wellness and whimsy. What can I
say? Mini sweet peppers, but make it
fashion.
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CHEF TAMRA SCROGGINS

Tamra Scroggins
Director of Food Culture
Sizzler USA

“W

e wanted to
remake Sizzler
to the way it was,
back in the day,
when everything
was made from scratch, and it was a
real home-cooked kind of meal,” Tamra
Scroggins tells me.

As Director of Food Culture for Sizzler
USA, Tamra has transformed a legacy
brand—more than 60 years in the
making—and brought back a focus
on fresh, whole ingredients. It’s an
impressive accomplishment in and of
itself, but it’s not the only feather in
Tamra’s cap—not by a long shot.
In transforming Sizzler’s menu, Tamra
has empowered Sizzler’s employees,
transforming a workforce of microwave
jockeys into burgeoning chefs along the
way.
“We started with soups, salads, and
salad dressings— making them all
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from scratch, and I began to teach our
employees how to actually cook,” Tamra
says. “I’ve been here for about 10 years,
and we have a good balance now with
about 75 percent of our menu made
from scratch. We use fresh produce
almost exclusively. Our famous salad
bar is full of fresh produce. We also do
all production of fresh produce in-house.
Our entire salad bar is centered around
using fresh produce.”
It’s a thing Tamra tells me she’s
immensely proud of—empowering
Sizzler associates by teaching them the
skills to work with fresh food and whole
ingredients.
“You can just see their eyes lighting up
and engaging and having pride in what
they are doing. We went from having
ho-hum salad bars to fabulous salad
bars—because we gave our employees
ownership of them, and they felt like
they were contributing and being part
of the experience. They would come up
to me when I visited the restaurant and
say, ‘Tamra! Tamra! Come taste my
soup; it’s amazing!’ You could see a total
transformation of how our employees
went from being microwave tenders to
artists. They’re making sure that their
food looks great and tastes great. I love
training and showing our team members
how to make and serve fabulous food.
We take simple products and make
them into craveable dishes that our
team members can be proud to serve,”
Tamra notes. “My favorite part of my
job is training and inspiring our team
members to be proud of what they do.”

Tamra’s career as a Chef and culinary
maestro has taken her across the country,
from icy Minnesota to sunny San Diego,
from building outsized kitchens for
restaurant chains in bustling Southern
California cities to catering at oil rigs
outside Texas towns of 3,000. And while
Tamra is a third-generation chef and the
daughter of restauranteering royalty of
sorts, her path to fresh food has been less
than raylike.
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From a child in the Pacific Northwest
learning Southern-style soul food
cooking from her grandmother to
an Orange County, California-based
believer in whole ingredients and meals
made from scratch, Tamra came to
her career after a stint in the proverbial
wilderness. In college, Tamra tells me,
she was initially extremely wary of a
career in the restaurant industry.
“Initially, I went to college to be a doctor,
but I quickly realized that that was not
the lifestyle I wanted to have,” Tamra
explains. “I wanted to be able to go out
and do things, and I didn’t want my
whole college career to be studying—my
nose in a book. I’m not that type of
person.”
Tamra, like so many young people,
found herself caught between ambitions
and having a social life. And though she
had sworn off the restaurant industry as
a teenager, Tamra soon found herself
testing the waters of a culinary career by
way of hospitality.
She recounts her less-than-perfect start
in the restaurant business.
“My dad had already opened Old
Country Buffet at that time—in March
of 1984 when I was in high school, and
I swore, after opening the restaurant
with him, that I was never going into the
restaurant business. I thought it was too
much work; it was too many long hours,
and there was no payoff—just people
screaming at you all the time,” Tamra
recalls. “But when I decided to change
my major in college I thought, ‘Oh dang,
I might have to go into this hospitality
management deal.’ As much as I didn’t
like it when I was 16, I thought, maybe
that was just my dad yelling at me.”
Tamra decided to enter the Hospitality
Management University of Wisconsin—
Stout in Menomonie, Wisconsin. At a
top-tier program behind only Cornell,
Tamra would rediscover her passion
for the culinary world. It was in college
that Tamra would reconnect with the
food culture that informed many of her
earliest memories.
“I grew up always helping my
grandmothers in the kitchen. I can
remember from about three years old
sitting on the counter and helping them

stir batters,” Tamra explains. “My
grandmother on my dad’s side worked
doing menus in health care and was
always catering in her free time. So from
a very young age, when I was still just
a baby, she would put my playpen in
her kitchen while she was cooking and
catering, and she would talk to me. As I
got older, my grandmothers taught me
breadmaking, roasting, and canning.
Both my grandmothers were always
cooking for a bunch of people and seeing
the pleasure it brought them and the
people they were cooking for inspired me
to become a chef.”
After college, Tamra went to work for
Champps Americana—earning valuable
knowledge at the fast-paced sports bar
and scratch kitchen. And soon, despite
swearing off the family business in high
school, Tamra was drawn back into the
fold—this time working for the incipient
Hometown Buffet chain of restaurants.
Thankfully, the move came with a
change of scenery and brought Tamra to
what would eventually become her home
in Southern California.
“My dad opened Hometown Buffet in
San Diego, California, and I decided
to come into the family business. I
moved from Minneapolis, Minnesota,
to San Diego, which was the best move
ever,” Tamra laughs. “So, I opened
up restaurants for Hometown Buffet. I
opened up more than 120 restaurants—
which means I went to the restaurants
before they opened, opened up the entire
kitchen, helped hire the kitchen staff
and managers, and stayed on for about
a month making sure that the kitchen
managers and staff knew what they were
supposed to be doing. Then I’d go on to
the next one. I did that for a few years.
Then I got married and had kids and
decided that traveling 52 weeks out of
the year probably wasn’t conducive to
family life.”
Tamra and her family packed up and
moved to her husband’s home state
of Texas. There, Tamra founded her
own family restaurant in oil country—
catering at oil derricks and cooking for
the 3,000 denizens of her new home.

menu development,” Tamra says. “I
had started doing consulting, and the
CEO of Sizzler had been my CEO
at Hometown Buffet. He reached out
to me and said, ‘Hey, I’m working at
Sizzler. You think you have time to
come and help me?’”
At that point, the oil industry was
experiencing a slowdown, and Tamra
said the opportunity to reconnect
seemed like kismet.
“It just seemed serendipitous. I was
looking for something to do and he
was really needing someone,” Tamra
says—someone capable of taking an
aging operation and transforming
it with a focus on fresh. “Sizzler
had kind of fallen into just getting
everything in a bag, a box—premade.
There was nothing being made in
the back. Everything was frozen or
packaged when I got here.”
In the ensuing decade, Tamra would
take the restaurant chain—now
entering its 61st year in business—in
a new direction—focusing on fresh
food and dishes made from scratch—
dishes that comport with Tamra’s taste
for big flavorful dishes that let their
individual ingredients sing, so to speak.
“I like bold, outside the box dishes
using familiar products,” Tamra says.
“I am spontaneous and rebellious and
like to have dishes that reflect that.”
Tamra’s focus on fresh and whole
ingredients and dishes made from
scratch has transformed Sizzler’s
menu, and by adopting that menu,
she’s transformed the culture of the
company, drawing on her diverse
experiences to empower employees,
elevate fast casual eating, and breathe
new life into a time-tested brand. It’s a
story that has taken Tamra full circle.
From an unwilling teenage accomplice
in her father’s restaurant empire to
a dynamic changemaker leading the
charge at Sizzler, Tamra has breathed
new life into each new endeavor she’s
tackled. Her story is, in the truest
sense of the word, inspiring.

“I came to Sizzler in 2008. I was running
my own restaurant in Texas and got
a call from my former CEO Kerry
Kramp, that he needed some help with
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WTF

Zespri® SunGold®
DO I DO WITH						
Kiwifruit
{ what the fork }

SUNGOLD® KIWIFRUIT SALSA

INGREDIENTS
2 Zespri® SunGold® kiwifruit,
peeled and cut into ½" pieces
1 scallion, chopped
2 tbsp red onion, chopped
¼ cup cilantro, chopped
1 clove garlic, minced
½ jalapeño, diced
Juice of 1 lime
Salt and pepper, to taste
Prep Time: 10 min
Servings: 1
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DIRECTIONS

1
2
3

In a bowl, combine Zespri SunGold kiwifruit, scallion, red onion, cilantro,
garlic, and jalapeño.
Season with salt and pepper and squeeze in juice of 1 lime.
Stir to combine and enjoy on top of your favorite fish or protein!

For more delicious, healthy, & easy-to-prepare recipes visit www.zesprikiwi.com

?
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Greg
Andersen
Sales Lead

Driscoll’s

June mvp sales pick

What I love about this industry is that the more you learn about the people driving
it—their personal lives, passions, hopes, and dreams—the more dynamic and
multidimensional their professional work becomes. We are more than just our jobs or our
personal lives, so why not bring them into the fold together? Greg Andersen, Sales Lead
for Driscoll’s, was game to pull back the curtain and had a lot of fun doing it.

By Jordan Okumura

How has sales shaped the way that you
approach your own life?
Sales has shaped my life in so many
ways. Most importantly, sales helped me
to understand how to work and create
relationships with people. There are so
many different personality types and
difficulties that come along with our ag
business.
I’m most proud of how I’ve learned to
see and understand customers’ needs
and trying with all my heart to meet
these each day in a way that benefits all!
I approach life with a lot of passion and
always hope to live healthy and happy
and to make a difference each day!

Words of Wisdom for the Next
Generation in Sales...
Be patient with all the learnings at the
beginning of your career, and learn
your products from the field to the end
consumer. Spend time in various areas to
learn the field, sales, marketing, finance,
the cooler, and the marketplace. Listen
to the people around you, and learn
other facets of the business such as other
produce items, transportation, arrival
issues, and credit and collections.

How does your hometown of Salinas,
California, hold a special place in your
heart?
It’s my home where both sets of
grandparents settled and formed our
family. I enjoy seeing my boys grow up
in the schools around Salinas. I also
enjoy coming to town to visit my mom,
so she can visit with her grandchildren.
I have always been drawn to Central
Park where I started playing tennis and
love eating at Tico’s Tacos. California’s
Monterey Peninsula, Monterey, and
Carmel, also hold a place in my heart as
I traveled there each day after school to
practice tennis.

Inspirations & motivations...
I wake up each day and always try to make
a positive difference and appreciate what I
have and what I am given. Whether that is
through health and fitness—which is super
important to me—or eating healthy, and
enjoying time with family and friends or
helping out in the community—each day is
a chance to practice gratitude. I’m inspired
to keep learning each day. I’ve failed many
times, however, and I always try to learn
for the better. In produce, my passion is to
help sell and promote healthy eating. We
all contribute to getting some of the most
healthy products that humans can consume.

Who are some of your mentors?
What are some of the core
values that drive you?

Faith
Family
Caring
Health
Learning
Consistency
A Spirit of Adventure

Produce:
Tim Youmans
Ken Morena Rex Lawrence
Miles Reiter Steve Trede
Tom Jones
Deb Calvert

What do you hope to teach your children
and what would you like to impart on them?
First of all, they have an amazing
mom. I hope to teach them the following
values that we always talk about:

Faith and being passionate people.

Tennis makes the world go round…

Always give 100 percent.

Tennis was always my haven—a place where I could work as
hard as I possibly could on and off the court. Tennis helped
me earn a full scholarship to college for an education and to
compete at the D1 level. Our Bulldog Teams cracked the top
25 rankings and climbed to the schools highest rankings in their
history. My favorite things as a player was competing and winning
for my coaches, traveling all over the country, and calling my dad after each
match. It was always our thing and I loved hearing his excitement when I
won! As a coach, I enjoy all the different personalities, and seeing opportunities
from beginners to advanced players looking to get a competitive advancement. It
has always been a goal to give back to a game that was so special to me.

School and education.
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Tennis:
Pete Smith
Brad Stine

They must put this as a high focus.

Building friendships and relationships.

Be respectful of elders, teachers, and
coaches.

Helping out in the community.

We choose a number of community
events to help out each year.

Love each other.

RASPBERRIES snapshot

Whether they are adorning decorative desserts or chilling out in a smoothie,
raspberries steal the show as a tart berry that stands out, yet still plays nice
with other flavors. With consumers getting more adventurous and creative with
their produce uses, the raspberry is seeing a resurgence in popularity, this time
popping up in cocktails, baked goods, and savory dishes. We compiled some
stats with our friends at IRI that illustrate what a popular and sales-driving fruit
the raspberry is, so all you growers, shippers, and packers can have the deets.

17.7% ORGANIC

RMA Dollars: $176,165,697
+9.1% vs YA

82.3%
Conventional
RMA Dollars: $818,164,075
+6.3% vs YA
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packsize combined breakdown
rma dollars % VS ya 		

6 0z
8 oz
9 0z
10 oz
12 oz
16 oz
26 oz
pint*
all other

rma volume % vs ya

$657,277,580

-0.7%

78,986,422 lb

-6.1%

$9,838,608

+4.8%

1,713,053 lb

-3.3%

$34,307,114

+5.0%

4,852,780 lb

+7.0%

+240.6%

4,236,038 lb

+227.3%

+20.6%

36,813,318 lb

+26.3%

$18,896,568
$256,402,493
$10,974,651

+2,865.5%

$2,228,204

+24.4%

1,178,825 lb

+15.3%

$3,623,403

+187.9%

879,570 lb

+282.1%

$781,152

-86.0%

103,120 lb

-90.4%

4,462,146 lb

+3,359.8%

*Equal to roughly 11 oz

organic packsize
rma dollars

12 oz: 8.9%
$15,680,833

9 oz: 1.8%
$3,171,451

26 oz: 1.3%
$2,225,222

Other: 0.9%
$1,643,205

6 oz: 87.1%

$153,444,986

fun fact:

The data shows that organic
26 oz pack sales are growing
much faster than conventional
packs of the same size.

Source | IRI Multi-Outlet 52 weeks ending March 24th vs YA
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fun fact:

6 oz packsizes of raspberries
hold the largest share of sales by
far, nearly double all the other
packsizes combined.

conventional packsize
rma dollars

9 oz: 3.8%
$31,135,663

10 oz: 2.3%
$18,896,568

12 oz: 29.4%
$240,721,660

16 oz: 1.3%
$10,299,610

8 oz: 1.2%
$9,838,428

Other: 0.4%
$3,439,553

6 oz: 61.6%

$503,832,593
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VOICES OF THE INDUSTRY

DOING BUSINESS
By Snack Editorial Contributor Dawn Gray, Founder, Dawn Gray Global Consulting

mbracing change,
maintaining
integrity and
authenticity,
and defaulting to
transparency—these
are my watchwords in business and
in life. In the piece I contributed to
April’s issue, I spoke of becoming
a catalyst and all the moments
that brought me to where I am
today. If being a catalyst means
bringing action and change, to me
it also means bringing humanity
to everything you do. There are
mountains of research that support
that this approach is not a soft
science, but a business philosophy
that will have a positive impact on
anyone’s bottom line.
I sometimes think of myself as an
“accidental consultant.” What better
thing to do with this mosaic of
experience I collected over the past
36 years? If you recall, in Part One I
named several “catalyst” people who
opened doors and took chances on
me. Enter a few more: Craig Stauffer
and Guy Kisling, Founders of
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Vanguard International, who taught
me that sometimes you can return
home. I worked with these two
back in 1989 and 2000, and they
brought me back on the roster in
2015 on a consulting basis, allowing
me to work as a part of their team
and to participate at the highest
levels in their company’s marketing,
communication, and strategy.
Don Goodwin, Founder of Golden
Sun Marketing, also supported
me in my journey of becoming an
accidental consultant by convincing
me that I could be for other
companies what so many had been
for me, and I’ve been doing that ever
since.
In a recent presentation to a group
of industry mid-level managers,
I was asked about the greatest
challenges that leaders and
managers face today with employee
attraction, retention, and creating
a company culture that supports
growth. It was a wonderful question.
While working in the fresh produce

industry, I often hear that we have a
big challenge to attract and retain
talent. And, of course, that the
incoming generation is “different”
than the one from “the good old
days.” A hallmark of success has
been a willingness to do the “hard
yards”—traveling, working long
hours across multiple time zones,
and let’s face it, Mother Nature often
throws us some high hurdles despite
our best planning.
My belief is that we are an industry
that is in the perfect position
to attract the best
and brightest. We
represent growers
who are the
finest stewards
of the Earth.
We represent
health,
wellness,
taste, and
flavor in the
products
we bring
to market.
What could be

VOICES OF THE INDUSTRY

I can be silly and
goofy, I have a strong
personality, and I am
unapologetically who
I am—and it’s earned
me a voice.

more in tune with the desire to do
meaningful work than these values?
As leaders, we have to be open to
new ideas and new ways of working.
That might mean supporting
remote employees, recognizing that
technology supports technology,
and different ways to communicate.
The definition of what determines
great customer service has changed.
It requires MORE listening and a
willingness to take stock of OUR
behavior as leaders. That is a big
ask, but I have witnessed numerous
times the very real benefits to the
bottom line when companies are
able to embrace change rather than
fear it.
Earlier, I talked about the idea
of defaulting to transparency,
and I want to stress that I mean
appropriate transparency
here. I have given a number of
presentations that I have cheekily
titled, Doing Business Naked, which
always gets some attention, to say
the least!

For me, in large part, this means
that I try always to be authentic;
the Dawn you see on a podium, in a
boardroom, or in an orchard is the
same Dawn. I can be silly and goofy,
I have a strong personality, and I am
unapologetically who I am—and it’s
earned me a voice. I have also been
very lucky to have great mentors
and advocates; I believe that it is
my authentic, transparent, human
approach to my work that allows me
to (hopefully) rewrite the narrative
for the men and women who will
come after me.
Try not to give your fears and
doubts credence, but instead pay
attention to that inner voice that
knows you can do it. Believe in
yourself, because if you can’t why
would anyone else? So please, do
business naked. Do life naked. We’ve
got one shot at all of this, so let’s
take inspiration from those brilliant
risk-taking growers, farmers, and
producers who are at the root and
heart of this brilliant industry and
let’s do it right!

Dawn Gray, Founder
of Dawn Gray Global
Consulting, has over
36 years of global
industry experience.
She has worked with
some of the top
companies in the
world, including Oppy,
Turners and Growers
ENZA International,
Frieda’s, Vanguard
International, The
Autenrieth Company,
World Wide Fruit (UK),
ENZAfruit Continent
(Belgium), BC Hot
House Foods, Central
California Orange
Growers Cooperative,
and Sunkist Growers
Inc.
Dawn’s hard work and
outside-of-the-box
thinking have earned
her the respect of
industry leaders. She
has helped companies
all across the supply
chain increase sales,
reduce market-based
and operational costs,
create operations
savings, and zero in on
how to go to market
with a cost-effective
and targeted plan.
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OFF THE SHELF

A Closer Look at Marie’s®
Market Reserve™
Refrigerated Dressings

CLOSE

By Maggie Mead
What’s salad without dressing? To truly
make salads pop, you need a world-class
dressing, and with consumers getting
more and more picky about what they
put on their plates, that dressing better
deliver more than just taste. Enter
Marie’s® Market Reserve™ Refrigerated
Dressings, a line of delectable
dressings containing only real, premium
ingredients.
Customers won’t miss a detail as they
peruse the dressings’ streamlined
packaging with all the health claims
prominently showcased. As they scour
the dressings section, shoppers’ eyes
will naturally gravitate toward the sleek,
informative bottles.
The line features five distinct flavors—
Smoked Black Pepper Caesar,
Southwest Style Ranch, Caramelized
Onion & Sesame Seed, Wildflower
Honey & Lime Vinaigrette, and Meyer
Lemon Basil. For me, Wildflower Honey
& Lime Vinaigrette is a definite standout.
Aside from the smooth-yet-tangy flavor,
consumers will be attracted to the
dressing’s health claims. The Wildflower
Honey & Lime Vinaigrette is one of three
dairy-free offerings, and with under
60 calories per serving, the dressings
are bound to appeal to the calorieconscious shopper, as well as those who
are lactose intolerant. Even vegans are
covered, as both the Caramelized Onion
& Sesame Seed and Meyer Lemon Basil
contain no animal products whatsoever.
With real, premium ingredients and a
lower calorie count than many other
dressings on the market, shoppers
will be packing their carts with Marie’s
Dressings.
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TRUE TO TASTE

Libations

FOR ALL OCCASIONS:
STRAWBERRY
WATERMELON FROSÉ
By Maggie Mead

W

ith winter in the
rearview and
summer going
strong, consumers are ready to
embrace the season with frosty
beverages—and it doesn’t get
frostier than wine slushies. A
spawn of the uber-cool rosé
wine trend, frozen rosé—frosé to
those in-the-know—is a perfect
blend (literally) of wine, fruit,
and ice. Highly photogenic and
sporting a Millennial-pink hue,
frosé is endlessly customizable to
incorporate summer’s bounty of
fruit into this boozy slush.
Delicate and refreshing, frosé
offers consumers a chance to
blend up a drink tailored to their
own unique preferences. While
strawberry and watermelon
are the conventional choice,
creative shoppers will be inclined
to branch out further into the
produce section, picking up
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other berries, peaches, or even
citrus fruits to toss into the
blender. The resulting concoction
perfectly pairs sweet summer
produce with a cool, crisp wine
for a drink that’s ready for
brunches, parties, and all manner
of backyard shenanigans.
Promote this summer slush with
fruit and wine pairings in the
produce aisle, offering customers
foolproof flavor combos to play
with at home. Summer heat is
more bearable with a cold drink
in hand and frosé provides an
instant chill at any time of day.
So, bust out the blender, pull up
a hammock, and get ready to
sip on this Insta-worthy treat all
season long.

TRUE TO TASTE

INGREDIENTS
1 750 ml bottle good rosé wine
1 cup watermelon juice
½ cup strawberry syrup
½ cup ice
Juice of 1 lime
Strawberries, for garnish
(optional)
Mint, for garnish (optional)
For the strawberry syrup:
½ cup water
½ cup granulated sugar
1 cup strawberries, hulled and
quartered
Servings: 5

DIRECTIONS
1 Freeze wine in a container overnight.
2 Add frozen wine, watermelon juice, strawberry syrup, ice, and lime
juice to a blender and blend on high until slushified.

3 Adjust flavors to your liking, adding more watermelon juice or

strawberry syrup as desired. Wine loses its sweetness when it freezes,
so you may want to add more strawberry syrup than you would think.

4 Pour into glasses, garnish with strawberries and mint (optional), and
serve.

5 To make the strawberry syrup: boil water in a small saucepan. Once

water is boiling, mix in sugar until fully dissolved. Add strawberries
and boil for 5 minutes. Let sit until cooled. Strain the syrup through a
sieve, reserving the syrup and discarding the strawberries (or putting
them on top of ice cream).
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Pacific Trellis’ Tuscan-Style®
Cantaloupe is available from May
to October under the Dulcinea brand

ATaste of the

Tuscan
By Kayla Webb

I

f you’ve ever had the
pleasure of wandering
Tuscany’s lush
landscapes and golden
cityscapes, then you
know there is much to
feast on—with your eyes,
mouth, and soul. And
Pacific Trellis Fruit has
worked to keep it that
way for consumers, whether they
reside within Italy’s borders or
beyond, with one Italo-American
summer variety under its Dulcinea
brand.

“At Pacific Trellis, we have our
own version of perfection,” Josh
Leichter, General Manager, tells
me. “Since we first debuted the
Tuscan-Style® Cantaloupe, we’ve
strived to offer the ultimate eating
experience to our consumers.”
Because this is Pacific Trellis we’re
talking about, the experience
Josh describes includes all five of
consumers’ senses. Specifically,
the Tuscan-Style Cantaloupe
is awash in varying green and
orange hues and full of extra
summer sweetness, making it
just as much a sight to behold
and a taste to remember as its
namesake. I’m not exaggerating
when I say that the TuscanStyle variety is made of the stuff
that inspires many (including
myself) to put pen to paper just
upon hearing its name. In fact,
following my conversation with
Josh, I can’t help but wonder,
had Michelangelo held the
Tuscan-Style variety in his hand,
would David have been sculpted
sinking marble incisors into
cantaloupe flesh? Had Botticelli
dreamed of the summer fruit,

Sun

would “The Birth of Cantaloupe”
have survived centuries as the
masterpiece hanging in museum
halls? Without a doubt: Yes.

As a category leader in Italy for
the last 30 years, and a Stateside
leader for the last 15, the TuscanStyle Cantaloupe has established
its place in produce aisles as a
must-have summer treat, thanks
to the hard work of the Pacific
Trellis team. In fact, between
the months of May and October,
produce aisles across North
America are not of the ordinary.
Such is the work of Pacific Trellis’
Tuscan-Style Cantaloupe.

hilly landscapes, Syngenta chose
‘Tuscan-Style’ as the brand name
for the North American market.”
The Tuscan-Style Cantaloupe
first made its way into North
American markets in the early
2000s, where it has served as
a summer mainstay ever since.
But, like many greats, masters,
and pros, the Tuscan-Style
Cantaloupe didn’t just pop out of
the dirt ready to go. Josh reveals
that Syngenta, and now Pacific
Trellis, develops its products
around a desired taste and
flavor concept. For Tuscan-Style
Cantaloupe, Syngenta sought
an aromatic base quite unique
from competitors. As a result,

“When Syngenta, Dulcinea’s
original parent
company, first
launched the
Tuscan-Style
Cantaloupe variety
in Europe in 1991,
which at the time
was called Proteo,
it performed
particularly
well in Tuscany
and completely
changed the
market in Italy,”
Josh explains.
“Proteo was, and
is still today,
unique, both in
performance and
flavor. But we
began to wonder
how it would do
in other markets,
too. Because
Tuscany is an area
of Italy known
for its food, wine
The Tuscan-Style® Cantaloupe is awash in varying
quality, and beautiful
green and orange hues and full of extra summer

sweetness
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Dulcinea’s SunnyGold®, a yellow mini-seedless watermelon, continues its upswing

the Italo-American variety—an
industry term that describes
melons with traditional U.S.
Western shipper characteristics
(netted, organ-fleshed, good
shipping ability) and European
Charentais characteristics (light to
slight netting, unique flavor)—has
an extra sweet flavor profile, a
small cavity that offers up more
edible fruit, and grooves on the
outside that double as a ripeness
indicator—talk about innovation.
“We have always identified
consumer needs and wants, and
then developed fruit to meet
those needs,” Josh shares with
me. “As a company that paved
the way for the mini-seedless
category, we have years of
experience bringing proprietary
fruit from seed to consumer.
We’ve really worked to create
the ‘Dulcinea Difference’—the
taste, size, shape, and color that
provides an eating experience
unlike any other. We’ve also
replaced the typical produce
supply chain with a fullyintegrated value chain. As a
result, we have products, like the
Tuscan-Style Cantaloupe, that are
always ripe and ready-to-eat, and
we have programs that we begin
planning in the fall to control our
volume and shipping.”
And the innovation doesn’t stop
there. Pacific Trellis continues
to trial new varieties and seeds
84 / JUNE 2019

throughout the year. As part
of this process, the company
observes important factors like
growth, progression, time-toharvest, resiliency to weather and
diseases and, of course, a given

“

We have always
identified
consumer needs
and wants, and
then developed
fruit to meet
those needs.
Josh Leichter,
General Manager,
Pacific Trellis Fruit

”

for Pacific Trellis: taste! All of this
culminates into standout varieties
that still have an impact years
after their initial launch.
“Our philosophy is to be in it
for the long haul. We try to
only launch products with
perspective and long-term
potential,” Josh explains. “As a
part of our exclusive agreement
with Syngenta, we only offer
proprietary seed varieties, which
gives us exclusivity and provides
value to our customer.”
Pacific Trellis’ dedication to only
bringing the highest-quality
items to the market is yet another
reason why the company has
such a wide variety of products
that have stood the test of time.
That and, of course, a strong
relationship with its grower and
retail partners.
“As far as our grower and retail
partners go, transparency and
reliability are top of the list.
Since we’ve partnered with
many of them for so long, they
know what our expectations are,
and they know how to execute
them. We continue to work with
Syngenta, cultivating and trialing
new varieties,” Josh says. “Even
prior to Pacific Trellis’ acquisition
of Dulcinea, the goals of both
companies were very similar. In
essence, we strive to provide
a consistently superior taste

“

Our philosophy is to be in it for the
long haul. We try to only launch
products with perspective and
long-term potential.
Josh Leichter

experience that goes hand-inhand with quality on every level.”
Pacific Trellis Fruit first began
in 1999, with Dulcinea not too
far behind. While Pacific Trellis
tackled the stonefruit, pear, and
table grape categories, Dulcinea
took on the watermelon and
cantaloupe categories. When the
companies merged in 2014, after
Pacific Trellis acquired Dulcinea,
the two broadened their horizons,
learning and excelling at the
other’s crops—quickly becoming
one company. Similar to how
Tuscany is revered in Italy as a
nation within a nation, Pacific
Trellis’s acquisition of Dulcinea
had the expected effect of two
produce powerhouses coming
together. Apart, the two were
impressive, but together they are
formidable.
“As I said before, we’ve always had
our own version of perfection at
Pacific Trellis and so has Dulcinea.

When Dulcinea was acquired,
we joined forces and bolstered
our operations so that together
we could offer an even greater
eating experience, and one that
represents the united Pacific
Trellis/Dulcinea brand well,” Josh
tells me.
With a combined total of over 40
years between them, Pacific Trellis
and Dulcinea also heightened
each other’s inventor spirit. To this
day, Pacific Trellis continues to
develop its brand with refreshing
takes on old favorites and neverbefore-seen ideas presented as
new varieties.
“In all of our categories—stonefruit,
melons, grapes, and citrus—we
are always looking for new and
better-tasting varieties. But it’s
not an easy task; there’s a lot of
trial and error involved in finding
varieties that will be as successful
and beloved as the Tuscan-Style
Cantaloupe,” Josh says. “We are

”

currently working on expanding
the Dulcinea brand into citrus and
eventually premium grapes. But
we do so knowing that we have
to live up to our brand promise
of ‘Fruit of Legendary Perfection’
to the consumer. One way this
manifests itself is that we only
sell the highest-spec fruit in these
categories under the Dulcinea
brand.”
And more fruit of legendary
perfection is already here: The
Full-Size Organic Dulcinea
SugarDaddy® launched in May
and a yellow mini-seedless variety
continues its upswing.
“Right now, we’re working on
expanding our yellow SunnyGold®
minis to a wider audience. It has
already gained distribution since
its launch, but there are still a
lot of consumers who have not
seen this or regard it as more of a
novelty,” Josh concludes.
Wherever Pacific Trellis charts
its course and whichever classic
categories it chooses to improve—
cantaloupe, watermelon, citrus,
you name it—one thing is for sure:
Pacific Trellis has a knack for
innovation, a knack that I’m sure
makes its competitors green with
envy.
A Tuscan traveler once wrote,
“Life offers you a thousand
chances…all you have to do is take
one.” By “one,” I think she means
one Tuscan-Style Cantaloupe or
a similarly branded varietal from
Pacific Trellis’s Dulcinea brand.
The rest is, as they say, history.

Pacific Trellis develops its products around a desired taste and flavor
concept, which for the Tuscan-Style Cantaloupe included an aromatic
base that was unique from competitors
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DUDA FARM FRESH FOODS’ DANDY®
BRAND CELERY IS FOR MORE THAN
JUST ANTS ON A LOG. We want
consumers to get juiced on our celery!
It’s a healthy way to start your
day—providing a big boost of
antioxidants, vitamins, and minerals.
Whether you’re a runner looking for
some extra oomph, a desk jockey
gearing up for the nine to ﬁve, or a
produce manager encouraging sales—
juicing celery oﬀers a nutritious kick
morning, noon, and night.
Turn crunch time into go time with
one of the top food trends for 2019
with Dandy® Celery!

407-365-2111 | dudafresh.com

Dandy Fresh Produce

@Dandy_Fresh

DudaFreshProduce

DandyFresh

DandyFreshProduce

VOICES OF THE INDUSTRY

T

he spice of life is different for each of
us, and many of those in our industry
find it in food. From arugula to radish
blossoms, the possibilities of herbs and
edible flowers can bring anything from
nuance and subtlety to a dynamic rush
of flavor. So, what inspires the palates
of our industry’s taste seekers? You
are in store for a treat—of the
plant-based kind.
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VOICES OF THE INDUSTRY

Neil Doherty
Senior Director,
Culinary Development, Sysco
“Utilizing herb flowers always brings a smile and a
nod back to my kitchen days in the eighties, when
we used nasturtiums and edible pansies in Nouvelle
Cuisine. Today, I still use nasturtiums in salads for the
peppery taste, rosemary flowers for garnish, and lavender
for its unique fragrance and visual appeal. And, of course,
basil blossoms with heirloom tomatoes. I like to think it’s
total usage of the herb from stem to flowering petals—herb
flowers bring an element of whimsical elegance to a dish.”

Lavender

Scotty “Shooty” Schuette
Vice President of Produce,
Fresh Thyme Farmers Market
“My favorite herb of all time happens to be the
very versatile and popular, fresh basil. We have a
local Illinois organic herb grower, Meyer Farms, that
produces our private label organic herb line of products
for Fresh Thyme. Founded and managed by a professional chef,
Meyer Farms has been passionately growing high-quality
fresh organic herbs and edible flowers since 1986. As devoted
Basil
farmers and stewards of the earth, the company grows herbs
on 50 acres using only natural, earth-friendly, and organic methods. The
company is headquartered in Wauconda, Illinois, and has a farms in
Wauconda and Woodstock, IL.
My favorite dishes that include the use of fresh basil in the recipe happen
to be some of the easiest ones to prepare. Fresh bruschetta and Caprese
salad both allow the taste of fresh-cut basil to be enjoyed by all who try
it. The bruschetta is a blend of the sweetest tomatoes available, garlic,
onions, olive oil, and, of course, fresh-cut basil. (I have been using sweet
grape tomatoes for this recipe. They are a little more time consuming
to dice up but have the best flavor profile this time of year). As for the
Caprese Salad, it is not only a tasty way to eat a salad, but also guaranteed
to dazzle guests with a beautiful presentation. Starting with a layer of
crisp romaine leaf, the simple salad is topped with a thick sliced vineripened tomato and an equally thick slice of fresh mozzarella cheese.
Thinly sliced strips of fresh basil are then sprinkled over the top, creating
a beautiful contrast of green, red, and white color combinations. Once
assembled, the finished salad is not ready to be served until a drizzle of
olive oil, a drizzle of balsamic glaze, and a dash of coarse ground pepper
are added on top.”
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Jeffrey S. Merry
Corporate Executive Chef,
Reinhart Foodservice, LLC Boston Division
“Because of their pungent, peppery flavor, I
love using arugula and radishes in some of my
presentations. However, that strong peppery taste
can sometimes overpower the dish. Edible radish
flowers are light, delicate blossoms with a similar shape
and texture to arugula blossoms and they have a faint radish
flavor. Each flower has four long petals that are a mix of white and purple,
with four yellow stamens in the center. Arugula blossoms are peppery
but a bit more mellow than the green leaves. You can differentiate the
domestic and wild varieties by the color of their blossoms. The white and
purple four-petal blossom is from the domestic arugula and the yellow
petal is in the wild. Incorporating either of these blossoms in your savory
or salad recipes adds not only color but a subtle peppery finish as well.”

William Henpenn
Director of Farming, Crenn Group

Tarragon
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“We are seeing the use of flowers to be both
benefiting the consumer and the bees. We at Bleu
Belle Farm plant both edible for human, as well
as for bees and butterflies. Chef Dominique Crenn
loves California-native plants, which can really widen our
‘consumer base’ to migrating birds and beneficial insects in
our garden. It’s giving our guests another level to an experience
in any of our restaurants. My favorite is tarragon—perfect with
fish and stands on its own!”

Arugula

VOICES OF THE INDUSTRY

Chef Todd Fisher
Culinary Ambassador for Duda
Farm Fresh Foods and Vice
President Culinary & Hospitality
Operations for Folktale Winery
& Vineyards, Seventh & Dolores
Steakhouse, Pacific Bowls & Rolls, and
Rise + Roam
Alium Blossom

“Really? Picking a favorite herb to use in the kitchen is like
picking my favorite kid! I’ll go with my favorite edible flower—the
alium blossom. They grow like wildflowers in parts of the country,
but they are also available at farmers markets and specialty stores (or they
could be in your backyard!). They give a distinct ‘oniony’ flavor and are
the perfect stand-in to the celery-onion-carrot combo known as ‘mire
poix.’ They are complementary in dishes much like chives, only prettier.
Add them to salads, the top of your deviled eggs, or use them to finish a
dish coming off the grill and wow your guests.”

Michael Schutt

Senior Category Manager,
Produce and Floral, Raley’s

“I feel that the renaissance the category has enjoyed
has been fueled by culinary bravery and really taking
the gloves off when it comes to incorporating fresh
herbs into all aspects of fresh fare. Long gone are the days
of ‘a sprig of this’ or ‘a dash of that,’ and then calling it cooking
with herbs. Today, herbs have permeated everything from cocktails to
desserts, and the options in between are endless. Just thinking about this
concept, I want to have mint-infused watermelon/cucumber water with
this weekend’s brunch. I look forward to the two Triple Crown races of
the season, with Juleps in hand, not being the ONLY time people think
about using fresh herbs in a fresh way.”

Mint
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OFF THE SHELF

Sometimes, looks
do mean everything...
Check out what packaging concepts and products
we believe pop on the shelf and can help drive
traffic through the produce department.

1

OPPY

Callisto Plums

When I want a sweet, juicy stonefruit,
my first instinct is to reach for a plum,
and Oppy has made that easy as pie
with its Callisto Plums and their vibrant
packaging. The color was the first to
catch my eye, as the purple hues were
reminiscent of the fruit inside—which is
the real star of the show. And with a clear
window to see the plums, consumers
know exactly what quality of fruit they’re
getting. The next time I visit the grocery
store, I’ll be ready to grab a bag by its
convenient handle and go (though I
should probably pay for them first).
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5

PACKAGING CONCEPTS

THAT DID IT

RIGHT
By MAGGIE MEAD

OFF THE SHELF

3

2

MAGLIO

Readyripe™
Watermelon
Pouch

Maglio’s Readyripe™ watermelon
pouches had me screaming, “Hallelujah!”
Because, finally, there’s an innovative way
to package and deliver cut watermelon
that lasts longer—something the
slow produce consumer (like myself)
desperately needs. The package is a
perfect grab-and-go bag, with bright
colors, a watermelon image on the side,
and—get this—absolutely no wicking
or leaking from the product! Readyripe
packaging is as functional as it is stylish,
extending shelf-life, enhancing quality
and flavor, and promoting year-round
watermelon consumption. Stocking this
top-quality watermelon in its attractive
bag is a win for retailers looking to boost
watermelon sales.

SUNSET ®

Organic
Angel Sweet®
Tomatoes

While I may not be the biggest consumer
of tomatoes, I couldn’t help but gawk at
the package of SUNSET® Organic Angel
Sweet® tomatoes. The container, which
sports doodles of bees and leaves, is both
fancy and fun. It also features a clear
window that gives shoppers a sneak peek
of the beautiful grape tomatoes inside.
The package’s eye-catching purple and
red color combo truly pops, and the best
part is that the container is backyardcompostable, which meets consumers’
demand for sustainability. SUNSET
Organic Angel Sweet tomatoes are a gift
from heaven to retailers searching for
products to turn heads and drop jaws in
the produce aisle.

4

RENAISSANCE
FOOD GROUP

Southwestern
Specialties

more minimalist approach with its new
Firecracker Slaw and Roasted Corn Slaw.
The containers are clear, showing off
the top-notch slaw mix fixin’s, with the
logo and product name front-and-center.
Consumers will gravitate to this product’s
pared-down package because it displays
what shoppers care about most—the
produce! The bright red peppers in the
Firecracker Slaw and flecks of yellow
corn kernels in the Roasted Corn Slaw
are all that’s needed to draw consumers
in like a moth to flame.

5

PETE’S

Organic and
Conventional
Lettuce

Wrappable, choppable, devourable—
that’s what the packaging for Pete’s
organic and conventional lettuce tells me,
and that’s enough to spark excitement in
my heart. The lettuce is beautiful enough
on its own, but Pete’s went the extra mile,
assigning each lettuce variety a package
color—the same color is featured on both
organic and conventional for each variety.
Consumers will find it easy to distinguish
varieties from one another thanks to this
color-coding. The cone-shaped, mostlyclear package showcases the lettuce, from
tip to roots, promoting its unique “living”
qualities, and clueing shoppers in on
everything that makes the product
special.

Sometimes the hustle and bustle of
a product’s packaging can take away
from what’s inside. So, Renaissance
Food Group (RFG) decided to take a
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OFF THE SHELF

Melissa’s
Picks
VIVA FRESH 2019

1

Magic Sun Medley Tomatoes |
Personally, I’m a sucker for a medley.
Multiple options translates to my
brain as maximum flavor, and I can’t
resist the colors that it brings to
the plate. So, I was definitely drawn
to Magic Sun’s new take with its
medley offering, helped by the way
the translucent Top Seal showed
the variety of options before I even
needed to pick it up. I can see
consumers in the aisle doing the same.

2

Fresh Farms Cotton Candy Grapes | It could
be my inside-the-industry viewpoint, but
Cotton Candy Grapes once felt like an urban
myth—you hear about them but the window
of opportunity is brief and you’re lucky if
you get to try one. Fresh Farms is turning
myth into matter, with its expansion of the
Cotton Candy Grape season, bolstering
not just the availability of this sweet
treat, but the green grape options as a
whole. Glad I made this stop!
MELISSA DE LEON, MANAGING EDITOR

T

his fifth Viva Fresh
certainly made itself
a milestone in more
ways than one.
Perhaps it was the Innovation
Showcase, or just the fervor
of the region, but it seemed
there was a lot of new
things to learn about—and
taste. Here are some of the
impressions that stuck with
me as I put pen to paper.

3

SunFed Sweet Melon Machine | In keeping
up with Viva’s theme for innovations,
this assurance that melons reach their
maximum sweetness has to make the
list! Cantaloupe is certainly among
those produce items consumers seem
to have tangible memories attached
to in terms of flavor, and to know that
there’s a machine to help ensure more
of those memories are made, including
remembering to come back for more, was a
big impression on my show experience.

4

Giumarra Companies Lemonade™ Apple |
Who doesn’t think of kids trying their first
hands at earning a wage when hearing
“lemonade?” From the nostalgia of
a childhood farmstand to the popculture iconic collection by Queen
Beyoncé herself, it’s a powerful word
and choosing it for Giumarra’s latest
apple variety was, in my opinion,
branding genius. Clearly, I’m still thinking
about it.
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WTF

Catania Worldwide
DO I DO WITH						
Black Mission Figs

?

{ what the fork }

B L AC K M I S S I O N F I G M I N I TA R T S

INGREDIENTS
1 lb fresh Catania black mission figs
Tenderflake® medium frozen tarts,
thawed (or similiar product)
16 oz cream cheese
½ cup softened butter
2 cups icing sugar
1 tsp vanilla extract
Honey, to drizzle
Chocolate, shaved into flakes
Prep Time: 5-10 min
Cook Time: 15-20 min
Servings: 12 tarts
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DIRECTIONS

1
2
3

In a medium bowl, use a mixer to blend together the cream cheese, butter,
and vanilla until smooth. Gradually add the sugar and keep blending until it
becomes a creamy texture.
Bake Tenderflake tart shells for 10-12 minutes. Let them cool for 10 minutes,
then fill tarts with filling and top with sliced figs.
Drizzle with honey and chocolate shavings. Enjoy!

For more delicious, healthy, & easy-to-prepare recipes visit www.cataniaworldwide.ca

OFF THE SHELF

Jordan’s
Picks

VIVA FRESH 2019

JORDAN OKUMURA, EDITOR IN CHIEF

V

iva Fresh Expo, once
again you did not
disappoint! The air was
thick with excitement at
this year’s event with more than
370 retail-foodservice individuals
registered (record-breaking
for Viva) and over 2,300
attendees overall converging in
San Antonio, Texas. Just as the
quality of the crowd was high,
so was the quality of products
and concepts that graced the
trade show floor. Within the
incredible array of innovations
and programs, I chose a handful
that stood out among the many
that impressed and inspired.

1

Fox Packaging Stand-Up Combo Bag |
As a consumer and a trade news writer, I am
always looking for the item that piques my interest
in both realms, and Fox Packaging’s StandUp Combo bag does just that. The company
combined the vision behind its patented Combo
Bag with the Stand-Up Pouch format, which brings
breathability and function to the product. Fancy
and functional. Suppliers now have the ability to
choose a Stand-Up Pouch format where previous
offerings may have limited the choices. After all,
who has time for limits.
Mr. Lucky Garlic Blister Pack | The only thing
that keeps me from incorporating more garlic
into my dishes is the peeling and prepping. I
can only imagine the number of consumers
in the same boat and also the draw in the
produce aisle for the retailer that can offer an
easy solution. With Mr. Lucky’s Garlic Blister
Pack, consumers get portioned, peeled garlic
cloves, optimized for freshness while retailers
can highlight a modern and fresh grab-andgo option. In all honesty, I could eat a whole
clove raw, but for all your sakes I will refrain
from doing so before hitting the show floor.

2

Little Bear HoneySweet® Organic Onion |
As much as I love garlic, there are truly few things, for
me, more versatile than an onion. And now with the
mild flavor and subtlety of the HoneySweet® Organic
Onion, they are even more promising elements to the
plate—from sweet to savory. Consistently rated with
a 1.5 or less in terms of the pyruvic acid testing, which
measures pungency, this proprietary variety is one of
the mildest, tearless, flavorful, and delicious organic
onions I have had the chance to try. Consumers
are sure to add this to their basket, and in result, to
produce department sales.

3

Pure Flavor® Mini Munchies Tomato Snack
Pack | I can always count on Pure Flavor® to
showcase a packaging design that catches the
eye, engages the healthy snacking consumer,
and convinces the taste buds that nutritious
can be delicious. The compact four-chamber
pack: two chambers of Juno Bites Red Grape
Tomatoes, one chamber of Oriana Orange Grape
Tomatoes, and one chamber of Bumbles Yellow
Grape Tomatoes—brings the spice of tomato life
directly to the produce aisle, tapping multiple
senses and maybe sales as well.

Frontera Produce - Sostena ProducePlan.com &
GroundSight technology in collaboration with Crescent
Fruit & Veg | Every category can use a little boost, and
Frontera, Sostena, and Crescent are helping to bring
that to the cantaloupe category with Sostena’s Golden
Crush®—a new type of cantaloupe melon that has
a harvest indicator, allowing pickers to choose the
ripest melons for customers every time. Couple
with ProducePlan.com, a cloud-based produce
supply chain tool and monitored with GroundSight,
a remote irrigation technology, the collaboration
helps growers achieve high yields and a better more
consistent eating experience. The name of the game
these days is flavor and I am excited to see this variety
and collaboration generate a revival in the category for
retailers. I am sure they are, too.
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148

by ANNE ALLEN

H

otly anticipated, a foundation of
knowledge, an industry powerhouse—
all of these words come to mind when
I think of the Organic Produce Summit
(OPS). Since its inception four years ago, the
summit has been a beacon of organic industry
innovation, and it only continues to follow this
trend. The two-day event, set to take place
July 10 - 11 in gorgeous Monterey, California, is
designed to unite organic fresh produce growers,
shippers, and processors with retail and buying
organizations from across North America. Over
1,400 attendees will meet to exchange ideas,
information, and insights from the organic fresh
produce industry. As I speak with Matt Seeley,
Co-Founder and CEO of the Organic Produce
Network; and Susan Canales, President of OPS,
they clue me into what the heart of the summit is
all about.
“The organic produce industry is a very diverse
community,” Matt begins. “It’s made up of
big and small players from around the globe.
And what OPS does is provide an opportunity
for all facets of our industry to connect and
gather together under one roof for two days
of information, education, and networking
opportunities with a buyer to supplier ratio that
has been coveted in years past, and will definitely
generate excitement this year as well.”
And this OPS is sure to be one for the books.
Alongside presentations by two venerable
keynote speakers, award-winning chef and
The Third Plate author Dan Barber and
consumer activist Robyn O’Brien, the keynote
program for OPS 2019 will feature the Retailer
Roundtable with three of North America’s most
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Producers

RETAILERS

“I ATTEND OPS
BECAUSE IT’S A GOOD
PLACE FOR ME TO
RECONNECT WITH
KEY SUPPLIERS AND
SHIPPERS.”
—Jeff Fairchild,
Produce director,
New Seasons Market
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prominent retailers, as well as a series of six
educational sessions featuring informative and
engaging topics and leaders from the organic
fresh produce industry. So buckle up, produce
folks, and prepare yourselves to be hit in the
face with organic knowledge—in the best way
possible, of course.
“We’re thrilled to have two dynamic and
engaging leaders in their fields providing
OPS attendees with thought-provoking and
inspiring content, which highlights the growth
and opportunities related to organic fresh
produce,” says Susan. “Both Robyn and Dan
are very excited about the chance to speak
to OPS attendees on the importance of the
products they are growing and selling that are
truly impacting consumers’ lifestyles and eating
habits.”
Another attendee looking forward to the host of
organic opportunities and educational insights
is Frank Padilla, Costco’s Vice President and
General Merchandise Manager for Produce and
Meat.
“Costco looks forward to networking and
connecting with the 148 organic growers,
shippers, and processors at the Organic Produce
Summit 2019,” Frank shares with me. “We look
forward to the educational sessions where we
will learn about consumer purchasing trends,
international trends in organics, and how to
tackle food waste. The summit will help us to
continue to secure a steady supply of organic
produce in order to meet the needs of our
members.”
The first education session, set to be moderated
by Mark Munger, Vice President Sales and
Marketing for 4Earth Farms, is titled The
Evolution of Wholesaler/Distributors of Organic
Fresh Produce. The session will be focused on
the changing role of wholesalers and distributors
of organic fresh produce and its impact in
providing fresh organic items to consumers
worldwide. A panel of leading industry experts
will offer information and insight on the evolution
of wholesalers and distributors of organic fresh
produce. Panelists include Elizabeth Nardi,
CEO of The Organically Grown Company; Greg
Kurkjian, Vice President and General Manager
of The Crosset Company; and Mark Hill, Sales at
Baldor Foods.
The second educational session, Tackling Food
Waste—Good for the Planet and the Bottom Line,
will provide an overview of how food waste is
impacting the planet and some of the steps and
measures being taken throughout the supply
chain to reduce food loss and waste. It will be
moderated by Jan DeLyser. Panelists for the
session include Lisa Spicka, Associate Director
for the Sustainable Food Trade Association;
Carlos Rojas, Vice President Legal Risk and

Sustainability, Sprouts Markets; and Ed O’Malley,
Vice President of Supply, Imperfect Produce.
The Future of Organic Meals at Retail will take
attendees on a deep dive into the growth
and expansion of organic fresh meals, with
Albertsons/Vons’ Produce Sales Manager Sheryl
Salazar and Earthbound Farm’s Vice President of
Sales/East Glenn Daniels leading the discussion
and Four Seasons Produce’s Vice President and
General Manager Jonathan Steffy moderating.
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EDUCATIONAL
SESSIONS

“EVERY YEAR
WE TRY TO VARY
THE PROGRAM
FROM AN
INTERNATIONAL
STANDPOINT
TO TOUCH
ON VARIOUS
COMPONENTS OF
THE INDUSTRY...”
—MAtt SeelEy, Cofounder & CEO,
Organic ProducE
Network

July

10th–11th

MONTEREY CONFERENCE CENTER
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Two educational sessions will explore how
international growers and distributors are
impacting the multibillion-dollar organic fresh
produce industry.
The first session, International Organic Produce
Supply, will feature three leaders from major
global organic grower/shipper organizations,
who will discuss the opportunities and
challenges faced in growing and marketing
organic products throughout the world. The
second session is titled International Insights and
Trends on Organic Produce.
The panelists for the first session include:
Ignacio Donoso, Director of New Business
for Verifruit; Kiko Carlos, CEO, of Eurofresh;
and Marcos Echenique, Market Manager for
Copefrut. The session will be moderated by Jose
Rossignoli, Vice President of Global Sourcing for
Robinson Fresh.
“Every year we try to vary the program from
an international standpoint to touch on various
components of the industry. This is the first time
we’ve explored, or dove into, the international
arena. The reason why we’re doing this is
because we’ve had more and more international
people attend the event over the years. So, it’s a
growing part of the show,” Matt says.
On top of these jam-packed education
sessions, the Retailer Roundtable will include
candid commentary and thought-provoking
discussion, as well as a focus on how each
retailer incorporates organic fresh produce in
their operations, along with their analysis on the
current challenges, opportunities, and future
of the multibillion-dollar organic fresh produce
industry. Tonya Antle, Co-Founder of the Organic
Produce Network (OPN), will act as moderator.
Panelists include Don Barnett, Chief Operating
Officer for Sun Basket; Greg Corrigan, Senior
Director of Produce and Floral for Raley’s; and

“I ALWAYS COME
AWAY WITH NEW
INSIGHTS TO WHAT IS
HAPPENING IN THE
WORLD OF ORGANICS
AND TRENDS THAT
ARE GAINING
MOMENTUM.”

—Greg Corrigan, Senior
Director of PRoduce
and Floral, Raley’s

Vic Savanello, Vice President of Produce for The
Fresh Market.
“A show that features and focuses on the supplier
with the utmost attention is long overdue and
greatly appreciated by the industry. Also, the
organic educational content far exceeds anything
you would find in any of the many larger-scale
events that I attend,” Vic tells me, “which I think
is critical for the growth and success of the
overall organic business.”
Part of the appeal of OPS is its location and focus
on locally-grown organic produce in Northern
California.
“We’re very fortunate in that this event is held in
the cradle of organic fresh produce production.
When you look at California’s Central Coast
from a vegetable standpoint, you have all the
leafy greens and row crop vegetables that are
produced here. And then when you look at the
berry side of the equation, which is the second
leading category in terms of organic sales, this is
where it’s all headquartered. So, we’re lucky to
have this as our backyard, if you will,” Matt adds.
That backyard is lucky indeed, for attendees of
OPS will be treated to field tours of big organic
players such as Taylor Farms, Braga Fresh,
Driscoll’s, Ocean Mist, and Tanimura & Antle.
“Every year, there are new people coming into
this business. Every year, there are new people
that want to learn more about organics and how
organics are different. The field tours tie into this,
and every year, we sell out,” Matt shares.

Guest speakers from all walks of the industry come to present ideas and have
discussions with curious audience members
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Although the education sessions, Retailer
Roundtable, and field tours are undeniably
exciting, it is the trade show— spotlighting 148
producers and processors of organic fresh
producers from across the globe—that really
ratchets up the organic heat.
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to myself, ‘This will never last.’ Boy, was I wrong
and proud of it!”
Greg Corrigan also expresses his excitement and
what value he finds in OPS.

Hundreds of attendees listen to one of many educational sessions at the OPS
“We really enjoy the organic show for many
reasons!” Cindy Jewell, Vice President of
Marketing, California Giant Berry Farms,
expresses. “Primarily, it is great to get a large
cross-section of the industry together, all focused
on one emerging growth area of produce. It’s
an opportunity to share new products, but also
attend relevant breakout sessions and learn
together how organic is growing in popularity
with consumers across the U.S. The bottom
line is, the show continues to be a high-energy
event.”
Matt also shares with me that 240 retailers have
signed up to attend OPS, which contributes to
the high-energy engagement for the exhibitors.
Joseph Bunting, Produce Business Director at
United Supermarkets, tells me why Organic
Produce Summit is a must-attend event for him.
“At United, we continue to look for new organic
items and innovative ways to grow our organic
business,” he says. “The Organic Produce Summit
offers many opportunities to help us better
understand and serve our organic guests wants
and needs through field tours and educational
sessions. We also look forward to meeting with
the organic produce suppliers at the trade show
as we look for ways to grow our organic business
together.”

“The Organic Produce Summit is one of my
favorite shows of the year,” Greg tells me. “It is
easy to get to all the exhibitor booths to catch up
with current suppliers and see what is happening
with some we don’t do business with to see
if there are any opportunities to bring in new
items or create new partnerships. I am looking
forward to the speakers and education sessions.
I always come away with new insights to what is
happening in the world of organics and trends
that are gaining momentum.”
Jeff Fairchild, Produce Director of New Seasons
Market, shares with me what value he sees in an
event of this magnitude.
“It’s important for me to continue to watch the
competition and how they’re approaching the
industry,” he tells me. “I attend OPS because
it’s a good place for me to connect with key
suppliers and shippers. That’s really valuable for
me: using the show as a connection point.”
When I ask Matt what he wants attendees to walk
away from the show feeling empowered to do,
his response is automatic.
“To increase their sales of organic fresh produce
on both sides, so that those actually growing
their products are selling it to more retailers
and wholesalers across the country, and those
retailers and wholesalers, in turn, are selling more
organic product to consumers around the world.
If there’s one takeaway, we’d love for people to
think of the organic industry in terms of the big
picture,” he concludes.
I hope to see you all there come July 10, so we
can start painting this organic picture together.

Caitlin Tierney, Director of Produce for 99 Cents
Only Stores, shares insight on what this show
offers for retailers and specifically, her company.
“OPS gives me the opportunity to voice how
important organics are to our customers and
highlight the value that 99 Cents Only gives
to growers with our differentiating spec and
volume,” she says. “Everyone is always amazed
to hear that almost 20 percent of produce 99
Cents Only sells is organic and is a segment that
continues to have double-digit growth for us.
Clearly organics, when priced right, is always
preferred no matter what demographic, age, or
income. I’ll be the first to say, years ago when
consolidating eight organic items onto one pallet
in California and shipping it to Michigan, I stated

Attendees partake in presentations to share stories and strategies to succeed in the
produce industry
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